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1*.! C-,(5! %'$%.'+(.,! $3!:-=.6.0)+*@! 3'.M2.05&@! 6$270.,,@! -/%6(+27.! -07! %*-,.!-'.!7.3(0.7!(0!-%%.07(B!SA!
"9" /$8)28-,3*3-%!-.!:';),!<!=-%,*2$6*3;)!'%&!>),*2$6*3;)!?%*)2.)2)%6)!!












G+! (,! 56.-'! +$! ,..! +*-+! +*.! (0+.'-5+($0! $3! :-=.,! '.,26+,! (0! 3-'! /$'.! 5$/%6.B!%-++.'0,! +*-0!-!,(/%6.!,(0.!:-=.A!1*(,! (,!$0.!$3! +*.!7(33(526+(.,!-,,$5(-+.7!:(+*!.B+'-5+(0)! %(+5*! (03$'/-+($0! 3'$/! %$6&%*$0(5! :-=.3$'/,! -,! :-=.! %.'($7!(03$'/-+($0!(,!*-'7.'!+$!.B+'-5+!-,!:-=.,!(0+.'-5+!-07!,2%.'(/%$,.A!!




G3! c(0N%*-,.d!:-=.,! -'.! 5$/C(0.7! 5$0,+'25+(=.! (0+.'3.'.05.! $552',! %'$725(0)! -!:-=.!:(+*! (05'.-,.7! -/%6(+27.! .M2-6! +$! +*.! ,2/! $3! +*.! 5$/C(0.7! -/%6(+27.,!4L()2'.!SNR9A!
!
/,01%2(6J;(R-9#$%1'$,D2(,9$2%.2%29'2(










L()2'.! SNY! 7./$0,+'-+.,! +*.! 5$/%6.B(+&! $3! c'.-6! :$'67d! ,$207! :-=.,! $3!(0,+'2/.0+,! :*.0! 5$/%-'.7! +$! c(7.-6d! ,(0.! :-=.! '.%'.,.0+-+($0,A! 1*.!
! "K!
5$/%6.B(+&!$3!+*.!:-=.,!(,!(0!%-'+!72.!+$!3'.M2.05(.,!$+*.'!+*-0!+*-+!$3!+*.!%2'.!0$+.! 3'.M2.05&! 4(0! +*(,! .B-/%6.! RRZ?b9! C.(0)! ).0.'-+.7! C&! +*.! ,$207! ,$2'5.!-07!C.(0)!'.5.(=.7!C&!+*.!/(5'$%*$0.A!
"9C 1'2(-%36,0!#$%&'()%*'+!'%&!D3*6E!!
O! 3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0! -0-6&,(,! $3! +*.! RRZ?b! )2(+-'! 0$+.! ,*$:0! (0! L()2'.! SNY!'.=.-6,!/-0&!/$'.!3'.M2.05(.,!%'.,.0+!(0!+*.!,()0-6!+*-0!+*-+!$3!RRZ?b!pL()2'.!SNXqA!
!
/,01%2(6JK(U1,$&%(O&%<-9,'#(
T(+*(0! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! /-F.! 2%! $3! +*.! )2(+-'! 0$+.! -'.! +*.! *-'/$0(5,! $3! +*.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&A! !P$,+!$,5(66-+$',!,25*!-,!-!%625F.7!,+'(0)@!*2/-0!=$(5.!$'!+'2/%.+!0-+2'-66&!$,5(66-+.!-+!0$+!$06&!$0.@!C2+!,.=.'-6!3'.M2.05(.,A!1*.,.!-'.!F0$:0!-,!>.,:-.04A!T*.0!-0!$,5(66-+$'!=(C'-+.,!:(+*!%-'+(-6,!-+!(0+.).'!/26+(%6.,!$3! +*.! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&@! +*.&! -'.! F0$:! -,! &.,/*3-94A! H-'+(-6,! :*$,.!3'.M2.05(.,!-'.!0$+!-+!(0+.).'!/26+(%6.,!$3!+*.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&!-'.!F0$:0!-,!(3&.,/*3-9"!!!
! "R!











1*.! 5$/%6.B(+&! $3! +*.! ,$207! :-=.@! C$+*! (0! +*.! +(/.! -07! 3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0,!(05'.-,.,!:*.0!/26+(%6.!0$+.,!-'.!,$207.7!-+!+*.!,-/.!+(/.A!L()2'.!SNV!,*$:,!-0!.B5.'%+!3'$/!+*.!:-=.3$'/!$3!"!0$+.,!%6-&.7!$0!-0!-5$2,+(5!)2(+-'!'.5$'7.7!:(+*!-0!Oge!RSR!/(5'$%*$0.A!1*.!0$+.,!-'.!RRZ?b!-07!R\K?bA!
!
/,01%2(6JB(!(#2'$,-9(-.(&(C&D2(0292%&$2:("H(7(9-$2#(-9(&9(&'-1#$,'(01,$&%(





G0+.'-5+($0! $3! +*.! *-'/$0(5,! 5-0! /-F.! (+! 7(33(526+! +$! 7(,5.'0! +*.! 3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&! $3! -! 0$+.! C.(0)! %6-&.7! -,! (+! (,!/-,F.7!C&! *-'/$0(5,! $3! $+*.'! 0$+.,A!?$:.=.'@!-,!7(,52,,.7! 6-+.'@! +*.!%'.,.05.!-07!%-++.'0!$3! +*.!*-'/$0(5,!5-0!C.!2,.7!+$!c-2+*.0+(5-+.d!+*.!%'.,.05.!$3!-!3207-/.0+-6A!G0!-!,(/(6-'!:-&@!+*.!*2/-0!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!2,.,!+*.!2%%.'!*-'/$0(5,!$3!-!,$207!+$!7.+.'/(0.!+*.!%(+5*!$3!-!0$+.@!-07!5-0!.=.0!7.+.'/(0.!+*.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&!3'$/!+*.!%-++.'0!$3!+*.!*-'/$0(5,!.=.0! (3! +*.!-5+2-6! 3207-/.0+-6! (,!0$+! (05627.7! (0!+*.!:-=.!4I$,,(0)@!P$$'.@!o!T*..6.'@!"ZZ"@!%A!S"X9A!
"9F 1$('%!G$&3*-2H!/H,*)(!!
1*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! -07! +*.! C'-(0! $3! -! +'-(0.7! /2,(5(-0! (,! +*.! /$,+!'.6(-C6.!-27($!+'-0,5'(%+($0,!,&,+./!-=-(6-C6.!4g6-%2'(@!"ZZXC@!%A!""\9A!G+!*-,!+*.!-C(6(+&!+$!7(,5.'0!%(+5*@!+*.!+(/C'.!$3!-!,$207@!,.%-'-+.!,$207!,$2'5.,!-07!6$5-+.!,$207!(0!-0!.0=('$0/.0+!:(+*!)'.-+!.-,.!-07!-552'-5&!+*-+!52''.0+6&!5-00$+!C.!'(=-6.7!C&!5$/%2+.'!+.5*0$6$)&A!1*.'.3$'.@!:*.0! (0=.,+()-+(0)!%(+5*!-0-6&,(,! (+!(,!(03$'/-+(=.!+$!207.',+-07!*$:!+*.!*2/-0!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!3205+($0,A!!
! "[!





J$207!.0+.',!+*.!.-'!-07!+'-=.6,!7$:0!+*.!-27(+$'&!5-0-6!-07!(,!+'-0,/(++.7!+$!+*.!.-'7'2/!:*.'.!+*.!-5$2,+(5!.0.')&!(,!+'-0,3$'/.7!+$!=(C'-+($0-6!/.5*-0(5-6!.0.')&! (0! +*.!/(776.! .-'A! 1*.!*-//.'@! -0=(6! -07! ,+-%.,! +'-0,3.'! +*.! =(C'-+($0!3'$/! +*.! .-'7'2/! +$! +*.! (00.'! .-'A! 1*.! ,+-%.,! /$+($0! (/%(0).,! $0! +*.! $=-6!:(07$:!$3! +*.! (00.'!.-'@!:*(5*! (,!-! 36.B(C6.!/./C'-0.@!-07! (+,!/$+($0!,.+,! +*.!362(7!:(+*(0!+*.!5$5*6.-! (0!/$+($0A!1*.!/$+($0!$3! +*.! 362(7! (,! +'-0,3.''.7!+$!+*.!C-,(6-'!/./C'-0.!:(+*(0!+*.!5$5*6.-A!1*(,!(,!:*.'.!3'.M2.05&!7.+.5+($0!$552',A!!


















1*.!/$+($0!$3!+*.!*-(',@!$'!,+.'.$5(6(-!$0!+*.!C-,(6-'!/./C'-0.!5-2,.,!3('(0)!$3!+*.!-27(+$'&!0.'=.,!+*-+!5$00.5+!+$!+*.!*-('!5.66,!-07!(+!(,!+*.!,%(F.,!%'$725.7!C&!+*.! -27(+$'&! 0.2'$0,! +*-+! '.6-&! -66! -27(+$'&! (03$'/-+($0! +$! +*.! C'-(0! 3$'!(0+.'%'.+-+($0A!1$!+'-0,3.'!+*(,!/$7.6!$3!+*.!.-'!+$!-!%(+5*!%.'5.%+($0!-6)$'(+*/@!+*.!C-,(6-'!/./C'-0.!5-0!C.!5$0,(7.'.7!+*.!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)@!-07!+*.!C'-(0!-,!+*.!*()*!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!U!(0+.'%'.+(0)!+*.!7-+-!3'$/!+*.!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)A!
1*.! /$7.6! $3! +*.! %.'(%*.'-6! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! -,! -! ,$%*(,+(5-+.7! 3(6+.'!C-0F!(,!+*.!C-,(,!$3!-!,()0(3(5-0+!-/$20+!$3!%(+5*!7.+.5+($0!'.,.-'5*!-07!+*.$'&!4L6.+5*.'@! S\KV9! -07! (,! ,+(66! 5$//$0! (0! /$7.'0! -27($! -0-6&,(,! -6)$'(+*/,!4g6-%2'(@! "ZZV9A! g6-%2'(! '.-,$0,! +*-+! -,! (+! (,! +*.! /$,+! -552'-+.! +'-0,5'(%+($0!
! KZ!
,&,+./!F0$:0@!+*.0!(+! (,!,.0,(C6.!+$! (/(+-+.! (+,! 3205+($0-6(+&!4g6-%2'(@!"ZZXC@!%A!""\9!
"9I =23*36'+!J'%&,!!
1*.! 3205+($0-6(+&! $3! +*.! C-,(6-'! /./C'-0.! -,! -! 3(6+.'! C-0F! (,! +*.! C-,(,! $3!cO27(+$'&!3(6+.'d!'.,.-'5*A!1*.!O/.'(5-!%*&,(5(,+!?-'=.&!L6.+5*.'!:-,!-!6.-7.'!(0!+*.!3(.67!$3!-27(+$'&!3(6+.',!-07!(0!+*.!S\RZ,!(0+'$725.7!+*.!+.'/!c5'(+(5-6!C-07d@!:*(5*! '.3.''.7! +$! +*.! +*.0! 6$$,.6&! 7.3(0.7! C-07:(7+*,! $3! +*.! -27(+$'&! 3(6+.'!4J:.+,@!e'..0@!o!1-00.'@!S\X"9A!
O!%2'.!+$0.!(0%2+!+$!+*.!C-,(6-'!/./C'-0.!:(66!0$+!-)(+-+.!m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o!e'.-+.7@!S\\R9A!!#'(+(5-6!C-07,!-66$:!+*.!7(,5'(/(0-+($0!$3!7(33.'.0+!,$207,!,(/26+-0.$2,6&!$06&!:*.0!+*.!"!$'!/$'.!3'.M2.05(.,!3-66!:(+*(0!,.%-'-+.!5'(+(5-6!C-07,!+$!.-5*!$+*.'A!4I$6-07NP(.,bF$:,F(@!S\\R9!
1*.!C-,(6-'!/./C'-0.!*-,!"R!5'(+(5-6!C-07,@!:(+*!.-5*!C-07!'$2)*6&!.M2-+(0)!+$!-!:(7+*!$3!S! +*('7!$3!-0!$5+-=.!4^:(5F.'@!S\XS9A!?$:.=.'@!:*.0!-!,(0)6.!,$207!,$2'5.!(,!*.-'7!(0!(,$6-+($0!4:*.'.!+*.'.!(,!0$!(,,2.!:(+*!/-,F(0)9@!+*.!.-'!5-0!7(,5.'0!%(+5*!=-'(-05.,!$3!6.,,!+*-0!S!5'(+(5-6!C-07A!4I$6-07NP(.,bF$:,F(@!S\\R9!!
! KS!
1*.! +$+-6! 02/C.'! $3! %(+5*! ,+.%,! %.'5.%+(C6.! C&! +*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! (,!-%%'$B(/-+.6&!SRZZ@!:*(5*!(,!3-'!)'.-+.'!+*-0!+*.!02/C.'!$3!0$+.,!(0!+*.!'-0).!$3!+'-7(+($0-6!:.,+.'0!*-'/$0&!-07!/2,(5-6!(0,+'2/.0+,A!4_6,$0@!S\X[@!%%A!"RVN"YS9!
?-=(0)! 7(,52,,.7! +*.! %'$%.'+(.,! $3! ,$207! :-=.,! -07! *$:! +*.! *2/-0! C$7&!7.+.5+,! -07! %.'5.(=.,! %(+5*@! (+! (,! (/%$'+-0+! +$! 0$:! 5$0,(7.'! %(+5*! (0! /2,(5-6!+.'/,A!1*.'.!-'.!C-,(5!%'$%.'+(.,!-07!3207-/.0+-6,!$3!:.,+.'0!/2,(5-6!+$0-6(+&!+*-+! -'.! $3! (/%$'+-05.! :*.0! 7(,52,,(0)! -07! 7.,()0(0)! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0!-6)$'(+*/,A!
"9K :),*)2%!5$,36'+!7-%'+3*H!!
P$7.'0!%$%26-'!:.,+.'0!/2,(5!(,!5$/%$,.7!2,(0)!+*.!.M2-6!+./%.'-/.0+A!1*.!.M2-6! +./%.'-/.0+! +20(0)!7(=(7.,!.-5*!$5+-=.! (0+$!S"!,./(+$0.,!:*(5*!-'.!-66!.M2-6!$0!-! 6$)-'(+*/(5!,5-6.!-07!(,!+4+.001! +20.7!'.6-+(=.!+$!-!,+-07-'7!%(+5*!$3!-'$207! RRZ?b@! :*(5*! (,! :(7.6&! -55.%+.7! -,! 5$05.'+! OA! O6+*$2)*! +*.! .B-5+!3'.M2.05&!$3!5$05.'+!O!7$.,!=-'&!C.+:..0!$'5*.,+'-,@! +*.!.M2-6!+20(0)!.0,2'.,!+*.! (0+.'=-6,! C.+:..0! 0$+.,! './-(0,! 5$0,+-0+A! 1*.! 3'.M2.05&! '-+($! C.+:..0! "!-7m-5.0+!0$+.,!(,!+*.!+:.63+*!'$$+!$3!"@!$'!"!+$!+*.!%$:.'!$3!S8S"A!!!
L$'! +*.! %2'%$,.,! $3! +*(,! +*.,(,! +*.! /$,+! (/%$'+-0+! %'$%.'+&! $3! +*.! .M2-6!+./%.'.7! ,5-6.! (,! +*.! 6$)-'(+*/(5! '.6-+($0,*(%! C.+:..0! -7m-5.0+! 0$+.!3'.M2.05(.,A! 1*(,! 6$)-'(+*/(5! %'$%.'+&! '.,26+,! (0! 6$:! 3'.M2.05&! 0$+.,! C.(0)!56$,.'! +$).+*.'! (0! +.'/,!$3!?.'+b@! +*-0!*()*! 3'.M2.05&!0$+.,A!1*(,! (,! ,()0(3(5-0+!:*.0! 5$0,(7.'(0)! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! $3! 6$:! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,(0)! 3$'! /2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!-6)$'(+*/,A!
! K"!




O2+$/-+(5!/2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!(,!%-'+!$3!-!6-').'!-'.-!.0+(+6.7!P2,(5!G03$'/-+($0!I.+'(.=-6@!:*(5*! 5-0! C.! ,2C! 7(=(7.7! (0+$! 7(33.'.0+! 5-+.)$'(.,! 1*(,! 0.B+! ,.5+($0!:(66!(0+'$725.!+*.!7(33.'.0+!5-+.)$'(.,!-07!-6,$!,$/.!$3!+*.!%'$C6./,!-07!(,,2.,!+*-+!/-F.!+*.!%'$5.,,!$3!2,(0)!5$/%2+.',!+$!+'-0,5'(C.!/2,(5!,$!7(33(526+A!
"9L ='*)4-23),!-.!5$,36!?%.-2('*3-%!A)*23);'+!!






















P('.B! 3$'! +*.! "ZSZ! 5$03.'.05.@! -07! :*(6.! (+! (,! 0$+! 5-+.)$'(,-+($0! $3! /2,(5!(03$'/-+($0!'.+'(.=-6!%.'!,.@!(+!7$.,!%'$=(7.!-!2,.326!,.+!$3!7.3(0(+($0,A!




1*.!P26+(%6.! L207-/.0+-6! L'.M2.05&!],+(/-+($0!1'-5F(0)! +-,F! (,! $3! %-'+(526-'!(0+.'.,+! 3$'! +*(,! +*.,(,A! 1*.! +-,F! 7.-6,! :(+*! +*.! 5$05.%+! +*-+! -! 5$/%6.B!/2,(5!,()0-6! 5-0! C.! '.%'.,.0+.7! -,! -! ,.'(.,! $3! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! 5$0+$2',A! 1*.!)$-6!$3!+*(,!7(,5(%6(0.!(,!+$!(7.0+(3&!+*.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05(.,!%'.,.0+!(0!.-5*!
! KR!











1*.! +-,F! $3! '.-7(0)! -! 5$/%6.B! ,%.5+'$)'-/!-,! (0! L()2'.! SNSR! -07! .B+'-5+(0)! -!,(0)6.!,$207!,$2'5.!:$267!C.!(/%$,,(C6.!3$'!.=.0!-0!.B%.'+!,%.5+'$)'-/!'.-7.'!4Q'.)/-0@! S\\R9@! .=.0! +*$2)*! +*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! 5-0! 7.5(%*.'! +*.!,$207A!
1*.!7(33(526+&!$3! '.-7(0)! +*.! ,%.5+'$)'-/! (,!72.! +$! ,$207,!$=.'6-%%(0)! (0!C$+*!+(/.! -07! 3'.M2.05&! U! +*(,! (,! -! 3207-/.0+-6! 7(33(526+&! (0!/26+(%6.! L207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+($0! 4P26+(%6.! LZ! ],+(/-+($09A! ! 1*.! $=.'6-%%(0)! $3! ,$207,!5-2,(0)! $0.! 0$+! +$! C.! *.-'7! (,! +.'/.7! @+8-:*,1( K.4J-3H( (0! %,&5*$-5$2,+(5,!4T.).6!o!D-0.@!S\"R9A!T.).6!-07!D-0.d,!(0=.,+()-+($0!$3!/-,F(0)!3$52,.7!$0!+*.!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!'.,%$0,.!+$!,$207!/-,F(0)!4-,!7(,52,,.7!(0!,.5+($0!SAY9!-07!+*.!.33.5+! $3! %-'+(-6,! $3! 6$:.'! 3'.M2.05&! ,$207! (0+.'3.'(0)! :(+*! *()*.'! 3'.M2.05&!3207-/.0+-6,!4L()2'.!SNSY9A!
T.).6!-07!D-0.!3$207!+*-+!+*.!/-,F(0)!(,!)'.-+.,+!3$'!+$0.,!0.-'6&!-6(F.A!T*.0!+*.!/-,F(0)!+$0.!(,!6$27!(+!/-,F,!+$0.,!$3!*()*.'!3'.M2.05&!C.++.'!+*-0!+*$,.!$3!
! KX!
























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e$/.b@!J+'.(5*@!o!_0)@!"ZZ[9@!:*(5*!(0!%-'+!5$0+'(C2+.,!+$!+*.!5$/%6.B!,%.5+'-6!'.%'.,.0+-+($0!$3!/2,(5A!
 1*.!56.-'!7.5(%*.'(0)!$3!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05(.,!3'$/!,%.5+'-6!'.%'.,.0+-+($0,!(,!+*.!,+-'+(0)!%$(0+!3$'!-!=.'&!-5+(=.!-'.-!$3!'.,.-'5*!-,!%.$%6.!.B%6$'.!7(33.'.0+!+.5*0(M2.,!-07!/.+*$7,!+$!+'-0,5'(C.!0$+.,!3'$/!-0!-27($!/(B+2'.A!
"9P /*2$6*$2)!-.!#$%&'()%*'+!#2)O$)%6H!Q,*3('*3-%!G+4-23*E(,!!





E()(+(b.7!-27($! (,! +'-0,3$'/.7! 3'$/!+*.! +(/.!7$/-(0! +$! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0A!L'$/! +*.!$2+%2+!$3! +*(,! +'-0,3$'/! 3'.M2.05(.,!-'.! ,.6.5+.7!-,!0$+.! 5-07(7-+.,A!L2'+*.'! %'$5.,,(0)! (,! %.'3$'/.7! +$! 7.+.'/(0.! +*.! 5$''.5+! 0$+.,! 3'$/! +*.!0$+.!5-07(7-+.,!-07!+*.!5*$,.0!0$+.,!-'.!+'-0,5'(C.7!(0+$!-!,5$'.!U!:*(5*!(,!+&%(5-66&!).0.'-+.7!-,!-!PGEG!3(6.A!
O6+*$2)*!5$//$0@! +*(,! ,+'25+2'.! (,!0$+!.B562,(=.6&! 3$66$:.7!4.A)A! 4#*.=.()0.!o!g-:-*-'-@!"ZZ"9!C2+!+*.!%'.,.0+.7!,+'25+2'.!(0!L()2'.!SNSV!:(66!C.!-,,2/.7!-,!+*.! ,+-'+(0)!%$(0+! 3$'! +*.! 3$66$:(0)!7(,52,,($0!-07! 3$'/! +*.! (0,%('-+($0! 3$'! +*.!$%+(/(,-+($0!(0=.,+()-+($0A!




D$:! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,(0)! '.3.',! +$! +*.! +.5*0(M2.,! 2,.7! +$! .B+'-5+! 3'.M2.05&!(03$'/-+($0! 3'$/! -! +(/.! 7$/-(0! /2,(5-6! ,()0-6A! 1*.! 3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0!(03$'/-+($0! (,! 5'(+(5-6! 3$'! -2+$/-+(5!/2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0! -,! (+! (,! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!5$0+.0+! +*-+! 7.+.'/(0.,! +*.! 0$+.! %(+5*! +$! C.! +'-0,5'(C.7A! 1*.! +.5*0(M2.,!7.,5'(C.7! (0! +*.! 3$66$:(0)! ,.5+($0! -'.! (/%6./.0+.7! -,! +*.! (0(+(-6! ,+-).! $3! +*.!/-m$'(+&! $3! /2,(5! (03$'/-+($0! '.+'(.=-6! -6)$'(+*/,@! C2+! :(66! C.! 7(,52,,.7!,%.5(3(5-66&! (0! +*.! 5$0+.B+! $3! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+($0! -07! $0,.+!7.+.5+($0A!
1*.! %2'%$,.! $3! +*.! 6$:! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,(0)! ,+-).! (,! +$! %'.,.0+! +*.! ,%.5+'-6!(03$'/-+($0! $3! +*.! ,()0-6! C.(0)! +'-0,5'(C.7! -,! -552'-+.6&! -,! %$,,(C6.@!'.%'.,.0+(0)! +*.! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05(.,! -07! *-'/$0(5,! 47.%.07.0+! $0! +*.!+&%.!$3!*()*!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!2,.79!56.-'6&A!G3!+*.!(0(+(-6!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!5-0!%'.,.0+! ,+'$0)! c0$+.! 5-07(7-+.,d! (A.A! 56.-'! ,%.5+'-6! /-B(/-! +$! +*.! *()*! 6.=.6!%'$5.,,$',@!+*.0!+*.!6(F.6(*$$7!$3!+*$,.!5-07(7-+.,!C.(0)!c+'2.d!(,!(05'.-,.7!3'$/!+*.!$2+,.+@!'.,26+(0)!(0!-0!.-,(.'!*()*N6.=.6!%'$5.,,!+$!7(,5.'0!0$+.,A!
1*.!5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,!$3!-!7.,('-C6.!6$:N6.=.6!%'$5.,,!-'.s!
• O!)$$7!+(/.!'.,$62+($0!+$!-552'-+.6&!6$5-+.!-!3'.M2.05&!(0!+(/.!
• O! )$$7! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! +$! -552'-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+! -7m-5.0+! 0$+.!3'.M2.05(.,!
!
! RS!
D$:! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,(0)! 5-0! C.! 7(=(7.7! (0+$! "! 5-+.)$'(.,@! ,(0)6.! '.,$62+($0!+'-0,3$'/,!:*.'.! -! ,(0)6.! +(/.N3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! (,! 2,.7! -5'$,,! +*.! .0+('.!,%.5+'2/@!-07!/26+('.,$62+($0! +'-0,3$'/,!:*(5*!2,.!-!=-'(-C6.! +(/.N3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0!-5'$,,!+*.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/!U!+&%(5-66&!C&!,%6(++(0)!+*.!(0(+(-6!,()0-6!(0+$!7(33.'.0+!3'.M2.05&!C-07,A!J(0)6.!'.,$62+($0!+'-0,3$'/,!5-0!C.!,2C!7(=(7.7!(0!+$!3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0!-07!+(/.!7$/-(0!/.+*$7,A!!
@9" 73()!>-('3%!R-N!R);)+!D2-6),,3%4!!
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
!
@9@ S)2-!=2-,,3%4!!




Q&! +'-5F(0)! +*.! +(/.! C.+:..0! b.'$! 5'$,,(0),! +*.! %.'($7! $3! +*.! :-=.3$'/! -07!+*.'.3$'.!3'.M2.05&!5-0!C.!5-6526-+.7A!1*(,!+.5*0(M2.!*-,!C..0!2,.7!-,!-!5'27.!3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+$'! 3$'! ,%..5*! %'$5.,,(0)! 4a..0./-0@! S\VV9! -,!:.66!-,!$+*.'!7(,5(%6(0.,!,25*!-,!+*.!56-,,(3(5-+($0!$3!%.'52,,(=.!,$207,!4e$2&$0@!H-5*.+@!o!E.6.'2.@!"ZZZ9@!C2+!-,!-!,+-07N-6$0.!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,!3$'!%$6&%*$0(5!%(+5*! .B+'-5+($0! +*.! 5$/%6.B! :-=.3$'/,! '.07.'! (+! :*$66&! (0-552'-+.! 4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!YZV9A!
!!
@9C G$*-6-22)+'*3-%!!




























H-'+! $3! +*.! (0%2+! ,()0-6! (,! 7.6-&.7! (0! -! C233.'@! -07! -,!/$'.! $3! +*.! (0%2+! ,()0-6!5$/.,! (0@! +*.!7.+.5+$'!-++./%+,! +$!/-+5*!-!%-++.'0! (0! +*.! (05$/(0)!,()0-6!:(+*!+*.! %-'+! $3! +*.! :-=.3$'/! 7.6-&.7! (0! +*.! C233.'! 4I$-7,@! S\\X@! %A! YSZ9A! G3! +*.!7.+.5+$'!3(07,!-!/-+5*!C.+:..0!+*.!+:$!,()0-6,!%.'($7(5(+&!(,!(07(5-+.7A!1*.!+(/.!(0+.'=-6!C.+:..0! +*.! +:$!:-=.3$'/!%-++.'0,! (,!/.-,2'.7!-07! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! (,!5-6526-+.7A!
O6+*$2)*! =-'($2,! -2+$5$''.6-+($0! -6)$'(+*/,! .B(,+! 4P$$'.'@! S\[Y9! -! +&%(5-6!3205+($0!(,!






T*.0! -++./%+(0)! +$! 7.+.5+! %.'($7(5(+&! (0! /$'.! 5$/%6.B! ,()0-6,@! +*.! ! c%(+5*!7.5(,($0d!-6)$'(+*/!:(66!,.-'5*!3$'!'.52''.0+!%.-F,!(0!+*.!-2+$5$''.6-+($0!4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!YSS9A!
1*.! 7(33(526+&! :(+*! -2+$5$''.6-+($0! +.5*0(M2.,! (,! +*-+! %.-F,! 5-0! $552'! -+! ,2C!*-'/$0(5,@!/-F(0)! (+!7(33(526+! +$!7.+.'/(0.!:*(5*!-'.! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05(.,!4e.'*-'7@! "ZZK9)( P$7(3(5-+($0! $3! +*.! C-,(5! -2+$5$''.6-+($0! 3205+($0! (,! 0$+!205$//$0! +$! /(0(/(b.! +*.! .''$',! ).0.'-+.7! 3'$/! +*.! C-,(5! (/%6./.0+-+($0!4#*.=.()0.@!S\\S9A(
!#*.=.()0.!-07!g-:-*-'-!%'.,.0+.7! +*.!jGW!.,+(/-+$'@!:*(5*!2,.,!-0!-7-%+.7!=.',($0!$3!+*.!-2+$5$''.6-+($0!3205+($0!-,!(+d,!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!4#*.=.()0.!o!g-:-*-'-@! "ZZ"9A! jGW! 2+(6(,.,! -! c52/26-+(=.! /.-0! 0$'/-6(b.7! 7(33.'.05.!3205+($0d@! :*(5*! (,! -! ,M2-'.7! 7(33.'.05.! 3205+($0! 0$'/-6(b.7! :(+*! (+d,! -=.'-).!$=.'!,*$'+!6-)!=-62.,A!1*(,!/$7(3(5-+($0!'.725.,!.''$'!'-+.,!3'$/!SZh!+$!SAX\h!5$/%-'.7! +$! +*.! ,+-07-'7! -2+$5$''.6-+($0! 3205+($0! 4#*.=.()0.! o! g-:-*-'-@!"ZZ"9!-07!*-,!C.5$/.!-!/25*N5(+.7!-6)$'(+*/!(0!+*.!3(.67A!!
1*.! 3$66$:(0)! ,.5+($0!:(66! 7(,52,,! 6$:N6.=.6! 3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0! %'$5.,,(0)@! -07!%'(/-'(6&!+*.!L-,+!L$2'(.'!1'-0,3$'/A!
!
@9F #2)O$)%6H!>-('3%!R-N!R);)+!D2-6),,3%4!!
L'.M2.05&!7$/-(0!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!'.3.',!+$!/.+*$7,!+*-+!%'.,.0+!,%.5+'-6!(03$'/-+($0! -,! -0! $2+%2+! C&! +'-0,3$'/(0)! +*.! +(/.! 7$/-(0! ,()0-6! (0+$! +*.!3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0A! 1*.! /$,+! 3-/$2,! $3! +*.,.! -6)$'(+*/,! (,! +*.! L$2'(.'!
! RX!
1'-0,3$'/A!P-0&!$3! +*.! 6.-7(0)!/2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0!-6)$'(+*/,!2,.! +*.!L$2'(.'!1'-0,3$'/! +$! =(.:! +*.! ,%.5+'-6! 5$/%$0.0+,! $3! -! ,()0-6! 4e$+$! "ZZX@! g6-%2'(!"ZZX9@! ,$! (+! (,! (/%$'+-0+! +$! 7(,52,,! +*.! L$2'(.'! 3-/(6&! $3! +'-0,3$'/,@! +*.('!%'$%.'+(.,! -07! 5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,! +$! 207.',+-07! +*.('! %$,(+(=.! -07! 0.)-+(=.!-++'(C2+.,! 3$'! +*.! %2'%$,.! $3! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+($0! -07! $0,.+!7.+.5+($0A!
@9I #-$23)2!G%'+H,3,!!
1*.! L$2'(.'! +'-0,3$'/! (,! -! /-+*./-+(5-6! $%.'-+($0! +*-+! 7.5$/%$,.,! -! +(/.!,()0-6! (0+$! (+,! 5$/%$0.0+! 3'.M2.05(.,@! ).0.'-+(0)! -! 5$''.,%$07(0)! ,%.5+'2/!'.%'.,.0+-+($0!4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!YYZ9A!
L$2'(.'! -0-6&,(,! (,! 0-/.7! -3+.'! l.-0! Q-%+(,+.! l$,.%*! L$2'(.'! 4S[XVNSVKZ9@! -!L'.05*!/-+*./-+(5(-0!:*$!5$0+'(C2+.7!,()0(3(5-0+6&!+$!+*.!3(.67A!!
@9I9" 7E)!#-$23)2!#'(3+H!-.!72'%,.-2(,!!
1*.!7(33.'.0+(-+($0!C.+:..0!+*.!5-+.)$'(.,!$3!+'-0,3$'/,!(0!+*.!L$2'(.'!3-/(6&!(,!C-,.7!$0!+*.!,()0-6!(0!5-0!+'-0,3$'/A!







1*.! -C$=.! R! 5-+.)$'(.,! $3! ,()0-6! (05627(0)! +*.! EL1@! (0!/-+*./-+(5-6! +.'/,! -66!.B+.07!+$!0.)-+(=.!-07!%$,(+(=.!(03(0(+&@!-07!:*-+!(,!,*$:0!(0!L()2'.!"NR!(,!$06&!-!,/-66!,.5+($0!$3!-!/-+*./-+(5-66&! (03(0(+.!,()0-6A!?$:.=.'@!$06&!-!3(0(+.!02/C.'!$3!,-/%6.,!$3!-!,()0-6!-'.!2,.7!72'(0)!-!EL1@!+*.'.3$'.!+*(,!7(,5'.%-05&!0..7,!+$!C.!'.,$6=.7@!-,!7(,52,,.7!(0!+*.!3$66$:(0)!,.5+($0A!
@9I9@ D)23-&363*H!-.!*E)!>#7!!
O,! ,*$:0! (0! L()2'.! "NR! +*.! EL1! (,! %.'($7(5! (A.A! (+! =(.:,! C$+*! +*.! +(/.! -07!3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0!-,!%.'($7(5A!!1*(,!/-&!,../!20,2(+-C6.!3$'!2,.!(0!EJH!-,!/$,+!
! RV!










9*/>0'D! =.',($0,A! 1*.! '.-6! =.',($0! 7$.,! 0$+! 2,.! 5$/%6.B! 02/C.',! 3$'! +*.!7.5$/%$,(+($0! %'$5.,,! -07! (,! +*.'.3$'.! '.6-+(=.6&! ,(/%6.A! 1*.! 9*/>0'D! =.',($0!'.M2('.,!+*.!2,.!$3!9*/>0'D(3+/T',4W(:*(5*!(,!+*.!/.+*$7!$3!+*.!LL1A!!
J/(+*! 4J/(+*! JA!TA@! S\\[9! (,! -! 2,.326! ,(0)6.! -07! .-,&N+$N3$66$:! ,$2'5.! 3$'!EJH!3207-/.0+-6,A!1*.! 3$66$:(0)! ,.5+($0! $0! +*.!EL1! -07! LL1! (,! -! ,2//-'&! $3! +*.!5$0+.0+!+*-+!J/(+*!%'.,.0+,!(0!*(,!:(7.6&!'.3.'.05.7!C$$F!'.)-'7(0)!+*.!EL1!-07!LL1A!
1*.!EL1!5-0!C.!5-6526-+.7! (0! +*'..!7(33.'.0+!:-&,A!1*.! 3(',+! (,!C&!,(/26+-0.$2,!.M2-+($0,@! C2+! +*(,!/.+*$7! (,! +$$! (0.33(5(.0+! +$! C.! $3! %'-5+(5-6! 2,.A! 1*.! ,.5$07!/.+*$7! (,! C&! 5$''.6-+($0! -07! +*.! +*('7! /.+*$7! (,! C&! 2,(0)! +*.! L-,+! L$2'(.'!1'-0,3$'/A!






















1*.! 7.5$/%$,(+($0! %.'3$'/.7! C&! +*.! LL1! (,! :*-+! /-F.,! +*.! LL1! 3-,+! (0!5$/%-'(,$0! +$! +*.! ,(/26+-0.$2,! .M2-+($0,! -07! 5$''.6-+($0! /.+*$7,A! ! 1*.!3$66$:(0)! (,! -! ,2//-'&! 7.,5'(%+($0! $3! +*.! LL1! 7.5$/%$,(+($0! %'$5.,,@!./%*-,(b(0)! (+,! ,%..7! -07! .33(5(.05&@! '-+*.'! +*-0! +*.! 5$/%6.B(+(.,! $3!3205+($0-6(+&@!:*(5*!-'.!0$+!'.6.=-0+!+$!+*.!%2'%$,.!$3!+*(,!%'$m.5+A!
1*.'.!-'.!+*'..!,+-).,!+$!+*.!LL1!7.5$/%$,(+($0!
• E.5$/%$,(0)!-0!W!%$(0+! +(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6! (0+$!W! +(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6,!.-5*!-!,(0)6.!%$(0+!
• #-6526-+.! +*.!W! L'.M2.05&! 5$''.,%$07(0)! +$! .-5*! $3! +*.!W! +(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6,!
• J&0+*.,(b.!+*.!W!J%.5+'-!(0!+$!-!,(0)6.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/!
J/(+*d,! SXN%$(0+! +(/.! 7$/-(0! ,()0-6! .B-/%6.! :(66! C.! 2,.7! -,! -! ,(/%6.!.B%6-0-+($0!$3!+*.!LL1!7.5$/%$,(+($0!%'$5.,,A!
1*.! 3(',+! ,+-).! 7(=(7.,! +*.! SX! %$(0+! ,()0-6! (0! -! %&'-/(7! ,+'25+2'.! :*.'.! $0.!,()0-6!$3!SX! (,!,%6(+! (0! +$! +:$!,()0-6,!$3!V@! (,!,%6(+! (0! +$! 3$2'!$3!R!20+(6! +*.'.!-'.!,(B+..0!,()0-6,!$3!S!%$(0+A!E2*-/.6!-07!a.++.'6(! '.3.'! +$! +*(,!-,! +*.! c7(=(7.!-07!5$0M2.'d!/.+*$7!4E2*-/.6!o!a.++.'6(@!S\\Z9A!]-5*!+(/.!-!,()0-6!(,!,.%-'-+.7!-0!





1*.! $2+%2+! $3! +*.! W! %$(0+! 7.5$/%$,(+($0! %'$5.,,! ,*$:0! (0! L()2'.! "N[! (,!.,,.0+(-66&! +*.! '.,26+! $3! -! C(+! '.=.',-6! ,$'+(0)! -6)$'(+*/A!Q(+! '.=.',(0)! (0=$6=.,!'.-''-0)(0)! +*.! SX! +(/.! 7$/-(0! ,-/%6.,! C-,.7! $0! +*.! 36(%%(0)! $3! +*.('! C(0-'&!'.%'.,.0+-+($0,!41-C6.!"9!
!"""#"""$"""%"""&"""'"""(""")"""*"""+"""#!"""##"""#$"""#%"""#&"""#'"
!"""$"""&"""("""*"""#!"""#$"""#&" #"""%"""'""")"""+"""##"""#%"""#'"
!""&""*""#$" $""(""#!""#&" #""'""+""#%" %"")""##""#'"
!" *" &" #$" $" #!" (" #&" #" +" '" #%" %" )"##" #'"







J+-).! +:$!$3! +*.!LL1! (,! +$!7.+.'/(0.! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'-!$3! +*.!SN%$(0+! +(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6,A!1*(,!(,!+*.!,(/%6.,+!,+.%!-,!+*.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/!$3!-!S!,-/%6.!,()0-6! (,! .M2-6! +$! (+,.63@! +*.'.3$'.! 0$+*(0)! (,! (0=$6=.7! (,! +*(,! ,+.%! +$! +-F.! +*.! S!%$(0+!,()0-6!3'$/!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0!+$!+*.!3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0A!]-5*!S!%$(0+!,()0-6!(,!0$:!-!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/@!0$+!-!+(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6!
1*.!+*('7!,+.%!$3!+*.!LL1!-6)$'(+*/!(,!/$'.!5$/%6(5-+.7!-,!(+!(0=$6=.,!5$/C(0(0)!+*.!SX!%$(0+,!$3!+*.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'-!(0!.B-5+6&!+*.!'.=.',.!$'7.'!+*-+!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0! 7.5$/%$,(+($0! +$$F! %6-5.@! 207$(0)! +*.! (0+.'6-5.7! 7.5$/%$,(+($0!%.'3$'/.7! (0! +*.! +(/.! 7$/-(0A! ?$:.=.'@! +*.! C(+! '.=.',-6! /.+*$7! (,! 0$+!
!"#$%&' ($)&*+ !"#$%&' ($)&*+
, ,,,, , ,,,,
- ,,,- . -,,,
/ ,,-, 0 ,-,,
1 ,,-- -/ --,,
0 ,-,, / ,,-,
2 ,-,- -, -,-,
3 ,--, 3 ,-,,
4 ,--- -0 ---,
. -,,, - ,,,-
5 -,,- 5 -,,-
-, -,-, 2 ,-,-
-- -,-- -1 --,-
-/ --,, 1 ,,--
-1 --,- -- -,--
-0 ---, 4 ,---
-2 ---- -2 ----
6&%7'"89:)9;)<*%&';9<*="* 6&%7'"89&>?"*9@$?9*"A"*8&'
! YY!
-%%6(5-C6.A! G0,+.-7@! +*.! %'$5.,,! /2,+! C.! %.'3$'/.7! $0.! ,+.%! -+! -! +(/.@!,&0+*.,(b(0)!+*.!,(B+..0!SN%$(0+!,%.5+'-!(0!+$!.()*+!"N%$(0+!,%.5+'-@!(0!+$!3$2'!RN%$(0+!,%.5+'-!.+5A!1*.!6-,+!,+-).!'.,26+,!(0!+*.!$2+%2+!$3!+*.!LL1!C.(0)!-!SXN%$(0+!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/A!
@9K9C #2)O$)%6H!>-('3%!A)-2&)23%4!'%&!J$**)2.+3),!1*.!/.+*$7!3$'!5$/C(0(0)!+*.!%$(0+,!$3!+*.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'-!(0=$6=.,!7(62+(0)!+*.!W!%$(0+!+(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6,!+$!C.!7.5$/%$,.78,&0+*.,(b.7!:(+*!b.'$,A!D.+,!+-F.! +*.!%'$5.,,! $3! 5$/C(0)! +:$!RN%$(0+! ,()0-6,! (0+$! -! ,(0)6.! VN%$(0+! ,()0-6! +$!.B%6-(0!+*.!%'$5.,,A!






_0.! ,()0-6! *-,! C..0! 7(62+.7! -+! +*.! .=.0! %$(0+,@! +*.! $+*.'! -+! +*.! $77! %$(0+,! +$!.0,2'.!+*.!,()0-6,!/-+5*!2%!:*.0!-77.7A!O0!-6+.'0-+(=.!:-&!+$!=(.:!+*.!7(62+($0!:(+*!b.'$,! (,! +*.!,.5$07!,()0-6!*-,!C..0!,*(3+.7! +$! +*.!'()*+!C&!$0.!%$(0+A!1*(,!,*(3+!(0!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0!5$''.,%$07,!+$!/26+(%6&(0)!+*.!,%.5+'2/!C&!-!,(0.!:-=.A!1*.! 7(-)'-/! C.6$:! ,*$:,! +*.! /.+*$7! $3! 5$/C(0(0)! +:$! RN%$(0+! 3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'-!(0+$!-!,(0)6.!VN%$(0+!,%.5+'2/A!cBJd!7.0$+.,!+*.!$%.'-+($0!$3!/26+(%6&(0)!+*.!,()0-6!:(+*!-!,(02,$(7!$3!-0!-%%'$%'(-+.!3'.M2.05&!7.+.'/(0.7!C&!L,8WA!
!" #" $" %"
!" #" $" %"&" &" &" &"
'" (" )" *
&" & &" &"' (" )" *"
+,-'"./-!,0" 12'34'0$5"./-!,0"
6" 7" 8" ."
9" 1" :" ;"
9" :1" ;









































O! %$%26-'! -6)$'(+*/! (0! 52''.0+! EJH! %'-5+(5.! (,! F0$:0! -,! c1*.! L-,+.,+! L$2'(.'!1'-0,3$'/!(0!+*.!T.,+d!$'!LL1TA!1*.!LL1T!(,!-0!$%.0!,$2'5.!,$3+:-'.!6(C'-'&!+*-+! (,!:(7.6&!'.)-'7.7!-,!+*.!3-,+.,+!LL1!C&!-7-%+(0)!(+,!%.'3$'/-05.!+$!+*.!W!%$(0+,!(+!(,!%'.,.0+.7!:(+*!-07!+*.!*-'7:-'.!(+!(,!'20!$0!4L'()$!o!l$*0,$0@!"ZZY9A!G+! (,! +*.!LL1T!(05627.7!:(+*! +*.!P-+6-C!,$3+:-'.!4P$6.'@!"ZZY9! +*-+! (,!2,.7! (0!+*.!(0=.,+()-+($0!$3!LL1!%-'-/.+.',!-07!5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,!(0!#*-%+.'!XA!
#$0,(7.'(0)! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0! -,! +*.! -%%6(5-+($0! 3$'! -! LL1! +*.!02/C.'!$3!LL1!%$(0+,!(,!$3!,()0(3(5-05.!-,!(+!7('.5+6&!'.6-+.,!+$!+*.!+(/.!'.,$62+($0!U! +*-+! (,! +*.! 6.0)+*! $3! +(/.! +*.! ,%.5+'2/! '.%'.,.0+,@! -07! -6,$! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0!U!+*-+!(,!*$:!/-0&!5$/%$0.0+!,(0.!:-=.,!-'.!-=-(6-C6.!+$!'.%'.,.0+!+*.!3'.M2.05&!5$0+.0+A! !1$!-77'.,,!+*.!+(/.!-07!3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0!+*.!J*$'+!1(/.!L$2'(.'!1'-0,3$'/!(,!%$%26-'!3$'!/2,(5!-0-6&,(,A!
@9M 7E)!/E-2*!73()!#-$23)2!72'%,.-2(!!
G3!-!EL1!(,!%.'3$'/.7!$0!+*.!.0+('.+&!$3!-!%$%!,$0)@!+*.'.!(,!0$!:-&!$3!F0$:(0)!:*(5*!3'.M2.05(.,!(0!+*.!,%.5+'-6!(03$'/-+($0!$552''.7!-+!+*.!,+-'+!$3!+*.!,$0)@!(0!+*.!3(',+!6(0.@!$'!+*.!3(',+!:$'7!N!+*.'.!(,!0$!+(/.!(03$'/-+($0!+$!6$5-6(b.!3'.M2.05&!/-B(/-!+$!-!%$(0+!(0!+(/.A!
1*.! J*$'+! 1(/.! L$2'(.'! 1'-0,3$'/! 4J1L19! 3205+($0,! -,! +*.! EL1! 7$.,@! C2+!-0-6&,(,!(,!%.'3$'/.7!$0!,/-66!c:(07$:,d!$3!+*.!,()0-6!C.(0)!-0-6&,.7A!_05.!+*.!5$0+.0+!(0,(7.!+*.!c:(07$:d!*-,!C..0!+'-0,3$'/.7@!+*.!:(07$:!:(66!/$=.!-6$0)!+*.!,()0-6!C&!-!02/C.'!$3!,-/%6.,!42,2-66&!.M2-6!+$!+*.!:(07$:!6.0)+*!$'!6.,,!9!:*.'.! +*.! 0.B+! %-'+! $3! +*.! ,()0-6!:(66! C.! +'-0,3$'/.7A! 1*(,!/.+*$7! -66$:,! +*.!,%.5+'-6! (03$'/-+($0! +$!C.!-,,$5(-+.7!:(+*!-! 3(0(+.!-/$20+!$3! +(/.!.M2-6! +$! +*.!
! XZ!
:(07$:! 6.0)+*! :(+*(0! +*.! 5$0+.B+! $3! +*.! .0+('.! ,()0-6! C.(0)! -0-6&,.7A!J%.5+'$)'-/,!-'.!5$0,+'25+.7!C&!-6()0(0)!-7m-5.0+!J1L1!:(07$:,A!
1*(,!%$,(+(=.!-,%.5+!$3!6$5-6(b(0)!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'-!+$!-!%$(0+!(0!+(/.!(,!-6,$!+*.!/-m$'!0.)-+(=.!$3!+*.!-6)$'(+*/A!E2.!+$!+*.!7.5$/%$,(+($0!/.+*$7!$3!+*.!EL1@!(3!-! ,*$'+! +(/.! 3'-/.! (,! 2,.7@! (A.A! 3.:.'! ,-/%6.,@! +*.'.! -'.! 3.:.'! ,(02,$(7,! +$!'.%'.,.0+! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+,@! +*.'.3$'.! +*.! ,(b.!$3! .-5*! cC(0d! (,! )'.-+.'!-07! +*.! -552'-5&!$3! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!=-62.,! 5$/%-'.7! +$! +*.! -5+2-6! =-62.,! (0! +*.!,()0-6! (,! 5$/%'$/(,.7A! 1$! (/%'$=.! +*.! ,%.5+'-6! -552'-5&! +*.!:(07$:!/2,+! C.!.06-').7@! C2+! +*.0! +*.! -C(6(+&! +$! 6$5-6(b.! -! 3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0! .=.0+! (0! +*.! +(/.!7$/-(0!(,!5$/%'$/(,.7!-,!(,!+*.!-C(6(+&!+$!7.+.5+!3-,+!5*-0).,A!1*(,!(,!7(,52,,.7!32'+*.'!(0!,.5+($0!XAKA!
E.,%(+.! +*.! +(/.N3'.M2.05&! +'-7.! $33@! +*.! J1L1! (,! -! *()*6&! %$%26-'! /.+*$7! $3!.B+'-5+(0)!,%.5+'-6! (03$'/-+($0! 3'$/!-0!-27($!,()0-6! 3$'!%2'%$,.,!$3!-2+$/-+(5!/2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0A! ! O0! -0-6&,(,! $3! +*.! -6)$'(+*/,! ,2C/(++.7! +$! PGI]i! "ZSZ!,*$:!-! 6-').!02/C.'!2,.! +*.!J1L1!-6)$'(+*/!41-C6.!K9A!H-).!02/C.',!'.3.'! +$!+*.!PGI]i!"ZSZ!5$/%6.+.!%'$5..7(0),!4PGI]i@!"ZSZ-9A!











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































P26+(%6.! '.,$62+($0! -0-6&,(,! 3$'! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0,! 5$0,(,+,! $3! "!/-(0! -%%'$-5*.,@! /26+('.,$62+($0! (0! +(/.@! -07! /26+('.,$62+($0! (0! 3'.M2.05&!4E2BC2'&@! Q.66$@! E-=(.,@! o! J-076.'@! O! #$/%-'(,$0! Q.+:..0! L(B.7! -07!P26+('.,$62+($0!O0-6&,(,!3$'!_0,.+!E.+.5+($0!(0!P2,(5-6!J()0-6,@!"ZZR9A!




Q'$-76&!,%.-F(0)@!-%%'$-5*.,!+$!/26+('.,$62+($0!-0-6&,(,!5-0!C.!5-+.)$'(b.7!(0+$!/.+*$7,!C-,.7!2%$0!/$7.6(0)!+*.!5'(+(5-6!C-07,!$3!+*.!*2/-0!-27(+$'&!,&,+./@!-07!/.+*$7,!C-,.7!2%$0!-! cM2-6(+&d! 3-5+$'@!'.3.''.7!+$!-,! c#$0,+-0+!`d@!:*(5*! (,!7.3(0.7!-,! +*.! 5.0+.'! 3'.M2.05&! 4?b9!7(=(7.7!C&! +*.!C-07:(7+*! 4?b9! 4E(0(b!LA! @!g$+*.@!W.++$@!o!Q(,5-(0*$@!"ZZ[9A!!
! X[!
!! ! ! !"!"!
YW1&$,-9(,,(
T*.'.s!
`!! (,!+*.!cM2-6(+&!3-5+$'d!L5!! (,!+*.!5.0+.'!3'.M2.05&!Q:!! (,!+*.!C-07:(7+*!!O,! +*.! 5.0+.'! 3'.M2.05&! $3! .-5*! C-07! (05'.-,.,@! ,$! +$$! 7$.,! +*.! C-07:(7+*@!+*.'.3$'.! /-(0+-(0(0)! -! 5$0,+-0+! M2-6(+&! 3-5+$'A! 1*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./!'.36.5+,! -0! -%%'$B(/-+.6&! 5$0,+-0+! `! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! (0! (+,! 5'(+(5-6! C-07,!4e-'-,! o! J$//.0@! S\\V9@! C2+! (+! (,! 5$0=.0(.0+! 3$'! +*(,! +*.,(,! +$! 5-+.)$'(b.!-%%'$-5*.,! -,! +*$,.! +*-+! -(/! +$! -5*(.=.! -27(+$'&! 3205+($0-6(+&@! -07! +*$,.! +*-+!-(/!+$!-5*(.=.!5$0,+-0+!`!3205+($0-6(+&A!
1*.! 5$05.%+! $3! 5$0,+-0+! `! (,! ,()0(3(5-0+! -07! (/%$'+-0+! 3$'! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!-,!(+!'.36.5+,!+*.!6$)-'(+*/(5!0-+2'.!$3!/2,(5!-07!*-'/$0(5,A!
1*.! 5$0,+-0+! `! +'-0,3$'/! 4#`19! '.3.',! +$! -0&! /.+*$7! $3! ).0.'-+(0)! -! +(/.!3'.M2.05&!'.%'.,.0+-+($0!:*.'.! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!C-07,!$'!C(0,!-'.!).$/.+'(5-66&!,%-5.7! -07! +*.! `! 3-5+$',! $3! -66! C-07,8C(0,! -'.! .M2-6! 4J5*$'F*2C.'! o! g6-%2'(@!"ZSZ9A! O! 5$0,+-0+! `! +'-0,3$'/! '.,26+,! (0! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! C.(0)!(/%'$=.7! (0! +*.! 6$:! 3'.M2.05&! '-0).,! 5$/%-'.7! +$! *()*.'! 3'.M2.05(.,! U!'.36.5+(0)!+*.!6$)-'(+*/(5!0-+2'.!$3!:.,+.'0!/2,(5A!
! XV!
1*.! 3$66$:(0)! ,.5+($0,! %'.,.0+! ,$/.! 5$//$0! /.+*$7,! -07! -%%'$-5*.,! 3$'!/26+('.,$62+($0! -0-6&,(,A! L(',+! +*.! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! C-,.7! /.+*$7,! -'.!(0+'$725.7@!3$66$:.7!C&!5$0,+-0+!`!-%%'$-5*.,A!
C9@ G$&3*-2H!/H,*)(!5)*E-&,!#3+*)2!J'%Y,!!
O!3(6+.'!C-0F!(,!-0!-''-&!$3!C-07!%-,,!3(6+.',!+*-+!,.%-'-+.!+*.!$'()(0-6!,()0-6!(0+$!/26+(%6.! 3'.M2.05&! C-07,! 4I$-7,@! S\\X@! %A! S\K9A! 1*.! $2+%2+! $3! .-5*! 3(6+.'! (,! -!,2CNC-07!5$0+-(0(0)!+*.!3'.M2.05(.,!7.+.'/(0.7!C&!+*.!%-'-/.+.',!$3!+*.!3(6+.',!2,.7A!!





























































































L(6+.'C-0F,!-'.!%$%26-'!3$'!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!-%%'$-5*.,!+$!%(+5*!7.+.5+($0!72.!+$!+*.('! C.*-=($'! C.(0)! ,(/(6-'! +$! +*.! 5$5*6.-! 4,.5+($0! SAR9A! O! +&%(5-6!/$7.6! 2,.,!-C$2+! SZZ! 3(6+.',! 4g6-%2'(@! J()0-6! H'$5.,,(0)!P.+*$7,! 3$'!P2,(5! 1'-0,5'(%+($0@!"ZZXC9@! :(+*! +*.('! 5.0+.'! 3'.M2.05(.,! 20(3$'/6&! 7(,+'(C2+.7! -6$0)! +*.!6$)-'(+*/(5! 3'.M2.05&! ,5-6.@! C2+! =-'($2,! 5$03()2'-+($0,! $3! 3(6+.',! -'.! 2,.7! 3$'!/26+('.,$62+($0!-0-6&,(,!$3!/2,(5!,()0-6,A!!
C9@9@ 5)+!#3+*)2!J'%Y,!!
P.6! 3(6+.'! C-0F,! 5$0,(,+! $3! 3(6+.',! :(+*! +'(-0)26-'! /-)0(+27.! '.,%$0,.! :*$,.!C-07:(7+*,! '.36.5+! +*.!P.6! ,5-6.A! J+.=.0,@! a$6F/-0! -07! W.:/-0! -'.! 5'.7(+.7!:(+*!+*.!K'0(49.0'W(:*(5*!(,!-!,5-6.!$3!%(+5*.,!-,!%.'5.(=.7!C&!*2/-0,!4J+.=.0,@!a$6F/-0@!o!W.:/-0@!S\K[9A!1*.!,5-6.!'.36.5+,! +*.! (05'.-,(0)6&! 6-').'! (0+.'=-6,!-C$=.! YZZ?b! m27).7! C&! *2/-0,! +$! %'$725.! .M2-6! %(+5*! (05'./.0+,@! (/%6&(0)!*2/-0,!*-=.! 6.,,! '.,$62+($0! -+! *()*! 3'.M2.05(.,@! -07! 3(0.'! '.,$62+($0! -+! 6$:.'!3'.M2.05(.,A!!





>5*(7-!-07!T-7-!,255.,,3266&!2,.!P.6!3(6+.',!+$!(7.0+(3&!%(+5*.7!(0,+'2/.0+,!C&!5$/%-'(0)! +*.! $2+%2+! $3! +*.! P.6! 3(6+.'! C-0F! +$! -! +'-(0.7! 7-+-C-,.! $3! ,-/%6.!(0,+'2/.0+,!-07!%(+5*.,!4>5*(7-!o!T-7-@!"ZSZ9A!!
C9@9C J'2Y!/6'+)!!







J*-00$0! -07! H-6(:-6! ,+-+.! (0! +*.('! (0=.,+()-+($0! +*-+! 7.,%(+.! +*.! %$%26-'(+&! $3!+*.!P.6!,5-6.@!+*.'.!(,!6(++6.!7(33.'.05.!C.+:..0!+*-+!-07!+*.!C-'F!,5-6.!4J*-00$0!o!H-6(:-6@!"ZZK9A!G07..7@!E'.,,6.'!2,.,!+*.!Q-'F!,5-6.!'-+*.'!+*-0!+*.!P.6!,5-6.!+$!7.+.'/(0.!3'.M2.05&!52+!$33!%$(0+,!3$'!*(,!/26+('.,$62+($0!,(02,$(7-6!-0-6&,(,!4E'.,,6.'@!"ZZX9A!
C9@9F Z'(('*-%)!#3+*)2!J'%Y!!

























O6+*$2)*!+*.!3(6+.'!/$7.6,!+*.!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!(/%26,.!'.,%$0,.@!+*.!3(6+.'!(+,.63!$06&! '.%'.,.0+,! -! ,(0)6.! C-07@! ,$! 3$'! -! 3266! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./! /$7.6! (+! (,!(/%6./.0+.7!-,!-!C-0F!$3!)-//-+$0.!3(6+.',A!
g6-%2'(@! C2(67(0)! $0! :$'F! 3'$/! H-++.',$0! .+! -6A! (/%6./.0+.7! -! C-0F! $3!)-//-+$0.! 3(6+.',! 3$'! -! %.'5.%+2-66&! /$+(=-+.7! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&!.,+(/-+($0! ,&,+./! 4H-++.',$0@! W(//$NJ/(+*@! ?$67,:$'+*@! o! I(5.@! S\V[9!4g6-%2'(@!"ZZY9A!!
g6-%2'(!7.3(0.,!+*.!C-07:(7+*!$3!["!)-//-+$0.!3(6+.',!-6$0)!+*.!5'(+(5-6!C-07,!C.+:..0!XZ?b!-07!YA"F?bA!1*(,!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)!%'$=(7.,!+*.!(0(+(-6!,%.5+'-6!(03$'/-+($0! g6-%2'(! 2,.,! 3$'! -0! (+.'-+(=.! *-'/$0(5! 7.+.5+($0! -07! .6(/(0-+($0!/.+*$7! $3! 3207-/.0+-6! %(+5*! .,+(/-+($0A! G0! +.,+(0)@! +*.! /.+*$7! %'$=.7! +$! C.!.33(5(.0+! -07!$2+!%.'3$'/.7! (+,! 5$/%.+(+$',! (0!/26+(%6.! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&!.,+(/-+($0!+-,F,!41$6$0.0!o!g-'m-6-(0.0@!"ZZZ9A!!
1*.! (/%6./.0+-+($0! $3! 3(6+.',! (0! +*.! +(/.! 7$/-(0! 3$'! -27(+$'&! /$7.6(0)! (,! -!,()0(3(5-0+! +$%(5! 4D&$0@!g-+,(-/(,@!o!E'-F-F(,@! "ZSZ9@! C2+! +*.! 3(6+.'(0)! $3! -27($!,()0-6,!3$'!/2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!%2'%$,.,!(,!0$+!'.,+'(5+.7!+$!-27(+$'&!/$7.6,A!!
1*.! 3$66$:(0)! ,.5+($0! %'.,.0+,! 5$0,+-0+! `! /$+(=-+.7! -%%'$-5*.,! +$!/26+('.,$62+($0!3'.M2.05&!-0-6&,(,A!
C9C 7E32&!W6*';)!J'%Y,!!!
1*('7!$5+-=.!3(6+.'!C-0F,!5$0,(,+!$3!-!C-0F!$3!3(6+.',!+*-+!7(=(7.!2%!.-5*!$5+-=.!$3!+*.! /2,(5-6! ,5-6.! (0! +$! +*('7,A! ]-5*! +*('7! $3! +*.! $5+-=.! (,! 5$=.'.7! C&! -! ,(0)6.!
! [K!
C-07N%-,,! 3(6+.'@! :*(5*! '.,26+,! (0! -! 0$0N6(0.'! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! -5'$,,! +*.!3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/A!
!
/,01%2(*J;(4O,%:(-'$&D2("&9L#(
1*('7! $5+-=.! 3(6+.'! C-0F,! -'.! 5$//$06&! 2,.7! (0! )'-%*(5! .M2-6(b.',@! C2+!*(,+$'(5-66&!+*.&!*-=.!-6,$!C..0!%$%26-'!(0!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!/$7.6(0)!4Q-'-C.66!o!#'$5*(.'.@! S\[\9! -,! +*.! C-07:(7+*,! $3! +*.! 3(6+.',! -%%'$B(/-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+! +*.!C-07:(7+*,!$3!+*.!*2/-0!-27(+$'&!,&,+./!4#-,,(7&!o!J/(+*@!"ZZV9A!
1*.! '.,26+! $3! +*.! $0.N+*('7! ,2C! 7(=(,($0! $3! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! ,%.5+'2/! (,! :*-+! (,!'.3.''.7!+$!-,!-!5$0,+-0+!`!+'-0,3$'/A!
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O6+*$2)*!+*.!G#G!(,!/-+*./-+(5-66&!(0=$6=.7@!g-+F$=0(F!.+!-6A!.B%6-(0!+*.!'26.!(0!+*.!5$0+.B+!$3!:(07$:!,(b.,!4g-+F$=0(F@!])(-b-'(-0@!o!J*/26.=(5*@!"ZZS9A!L$'!-!3(0(+.! ,.+! $3! :(07$:! ,(b.,@! +*.! C(-,! (,! %'$%$'+($0-6! +$! +*.! :(07$:! ,(b.A! O!5$03(7.05.! (0+.'=-6! (,! 5-6526-+.7! 3$'! +*.! C(-,! '.,26+(0)! 3'$/! .-5*!:(07$:! ,(b.@!3$'/(0)! -! ,.M2.05.! $3! 5$03(7.05.! (0+.'=-6,A! #$0,(7.'(0)! +*.! ,.M2.05.! $3!5$03(7.05.! (0+.'=-6,@! +*.'.! :(66! C.! -! 5$//$0! %$(0+! $3! (0+.',.5+($0! $3! +*.!(0+.'=-6,@! 3'$/! :*(5*! +*.! $%+(/-6! -7-%+(=.! :(07$:! (,! 5-6526-+.7! 4g-+F$=0(F@!])(-b-'(-0@!o!J*/26.=(5*@!"ZZS9A!
Em2'$=(5!-07!J+-0F$=(5!(05627.!-!%'$C-C(6(+&!%-'-/.+.'!(0!+*.!5-6526-+($0!$3!+*.!5$03(7.05.! (0+.'=-6! ,.M2.05.@! :*(5*! 7.+.'/(0.,! +*.! -6)$'(+*/! -552'-5&A! 1*.!'.,26+,! $3! LL1! -0-6&,(,! $0! -! /(B+2'.! $3! K! ,(0.! :-=.,! ,*$:! +*.('! $%+(/(,.7!-7-%+(=.!:(07$:!$2+!%.'3$'/,!+*.!/(0(/2/!,+-+(5!:(07$:!-07!/-B(/2/!,+-+(5!:(07$:@!).0.'-+(0)!,+'$0).'!/-)0(+27.,! (0!+*.!LL1!$2+%2+!:(+*!'.725.7!0$(,.!4Em2'$=(5!o!J+-0F$=(5@!"ZZK9A!
E2BC2'&!.+!-6A!,2)).,+.7!=-'(-C6.!:(07$:!-0-6&,(,!+$!C.!-!'.7207-0+!+.5*0(M2.!4E2BC2'&@! Q.66$@! E-=(.,@! o! J-076.'@! O! #$/%-'(,$0! Q.+:..0! L(B.7! -07!P26+('.,$62+($0! O0-6&,(,! 3$'! _0,.+! E.+.5+($0! (0! P2,(5-6! J()0-6,@! "ZZR9@! C2+!'.,.-'5*! -07! /.+*$7,! -'.! ,+(66! C.(0)! 7.=.6$%.7! 2,(0)! =-'(-C6.! :(07$:,A!Q.0-'$&-! .+! -6! (/%6./.0+.7! -! +'(N:(07$:! /26+('.,$62+($0! LL1! 4PILL19! -,! -!,255.,,326! 3'$0+! .07! +$! -! Q-&.,(-0! *()*! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,@! (/%'$=(0)! '.,26+,!
! VV!
5$/%-'.7! +$! -! ,(0)6.! :(07$:! -0-6&,(,! 4Q.0-'$&-@! Q6$2.+@! L.=$++.@! o! #$*.0@!"ZZX9A!Q.0-'$&-d,!.+!-6A!/.+*$7!(/%6./.0+,!5-,5-7(0)!LL1,!$3!7(33.'.0+!:(07$:!6.0)+*,@!.-5*!C.5$/(0)!,*$'+.'!$0!.-5*!(+.'-+($0A!!
g.'.0! .+! -6A! H'$%$,.7! -! /26+(! :(07$:.7! LL1! -6)$'(+*/! 3$'! %$6&%*$0(5! /2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0! :*(5*! 7./$0,+'-+.7! +*.! 2,.3260.,,! $3! =-'&(0)! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0! +$! 7.+.5+! *-'/$0(5,! $3! %(-0$! 0$+.,! 4g.'.0@! ^..=(@! o! #*-b-0@! S\\V9!?$:.=.'@!+*.!%'$5.,,!:-,!5$/%2+-+($0-66&!7./-07(0)!-07!(/%'-5+(5-6!3$'!/$,+!'.-6!:$'67!-%%6(5-+($0,A!
E'.,,6.'! 7.,5'(C.7! -! =.'&! .33(5(.0+! (/%6./.0+-+($0! $3! -! R! :(07$:.7!/26+('.,$62+($0!J1L1!4E'.,,6.'@!"ZZX9@!:*(5*! (,!2,.7!-,!-!C.05*/-'F! 3$'!$+*.'!LL1!C-,.7!/26+('.,$62+($0!-6)$'(+*/,!4#-05.6-@!I$5-/$'-@!o!D$%.b@!"ZZ\9A!!
C9"_ /3%$,-3&'+!QT*2'6*3-%!a,3%4!'!5$+*32),-+$*3-%!##7!\5A##7]!!












O,!-66! +'-0,3$'/,!-'.!+*.!,-/.!6.0)+*!72.!+$!b.'$!%-77(0)@! +*.!,%.5+'-!$3!+*.!R!J1L1! :(07$:,! 5-0! ,(/%6&! C.! ,2//.7A! 1*.! /-)0(+27.,! 4'.,26+-0+! $3! +*.!5$0,+-0+!:(07$:!,(b.9!$3!+*.!,2//.7!,%.5+'-!-'.!=-6(7!3$'!%.-F!%(5F(0)!-+!+*(,!%$(0+@!:*(5*!7./$0,+'-+.,!+*.!,(/%6(5(+&!$3!+*(,!%'$5.,,A!!















































1*(,! ,.5+($0! (0+'$725.,!/.+*$7,! 3$'!.B+'-5+(0)! 3'.M2.05(.,! 3'$/! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!,%.5+'2/!+$!%'.,.0+!-,!0$+.!5-07(7-+.,!+$!+*.!*()*!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)A!!
H.-F! %(5F(0)! (,! +*.! +.'/! )(=.0! +$! +*.! %'$5.,,! $3! .B+'-5+(0)! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!-,,$5(-+.7!:(+*!-!/-B(/-!3'$/!-!,%.5+'-!'.%'.,.0+-+($0!,25*!-,!-!,%.5+'$)'-/@!$'! /$'.! +&%(5-66&! +*.! $2+%2+! $3! -! L$2'(.'! +'-0,3$'/A! H.-F! %(5F(0)! *-,! -0!(/%$'+-0+! '$6.! +$! %6-&! (0! ,%.5+'-6! -0-6&,(,! 3$'! -27($! -,! (+! -(/,! +$! ,.6.5+! $06&!%.-F,! 5$''.,%$07(0)! +$! ).02(0.! '.,$0-0+! 5$/%$0.0+,! %'.,.0+! (0! -! ,()0-6!4W20.,@!],M2.3@!o!Q(,5-(0*$@!"ZZ[9A!!
F9" 7E2),E-+&!J',)&!D)'Y!D36Y3%4!!
1*.!/$,+!C-,(5!%.-F!%(5F(0)!/.+*$7! (,! +$! ,.+! -! ,+-+(5! +*'.,*$67@! -07!:*.0! +*.!+*'.,*$67! (,! 5'$,,.7! C&! +*.! /-)0(+27.! $3! -! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+@! (+! (,!7.+.'/(0.7! +$! C.! -! 0$+.! 5-07(7-+.A! >,(0)! ,(0.! :-=.,! (+! (,! %$,,(C6.! +$! )-(0!-55.%+-C6.!'.,26+,!C&!2,(0)!-!=.'&!,(/%6.!,+-+(5!+*'.,*$67!/.+*$7@!C2+!(0!'.-6(+&!(+!(,!(0.33.5+(=.!:*.0!7.-6(0)!:(+*!+*.!,%.5+'-6!5$/%6.B(+(.,!$3!c'.-6d!-27($A!!
#$66(0,!(/%6./.0+.7!-!C-,(5!%.-F!%(5F.'!(/(+-+(0)!*$:!-!*2/-0!:$267!=(,2-66&!c%.-F! %(5Fd! C&! 5$/%-'(0)! %.-F,! +$! +*.('! 0.-'C&! c+.''-(0dA! #$66(0,d! %.-F! %(5F.'!,5$'.,!+*.!/$,+!,-6(.0+!%.-F,!'.6-+(=.!+$!+*.('!6$5-6!c+.''-(0d!U!+*.!52''.0+!3'-/.!-07!K! -0-6&,(,! 3'-/.,! .(+*.'! ,(7.! 4#$66(0,@! "ZZY9A! 1*.! ,%.5+'-6! .0.')&! (0! +*.! [!3'-/.,!(,!0$'/-6(b.7!+$!C.!C.+:..0!Z!-07!S!-07!(,!+*.0!-0-6&,.7A!O0!./%('(5-66&!7.+.'/(0.7! +*'.,*$67! $3! ZAKR! (,! /-02-66&! ,.+! +$! +*.0! .B+'-5+! -0&! %.-F,A! 1*.!/-02-6!,.++(0)!$3! +*.! +*'.,*$67! (,! +&%(5-6! 3$'! +*(,!F(07!$3!-%%6(5-+($0!4E2BC2'&@!
! \K!
Q.66$@!E-=(.,@!o! J-076.'@! #$/%6.B!E$/-(0!_0,.+!E.+.5+($0! 3$'!P2,(5-6! J()0-6,@!"ZZK9A!!
E2BC2'&! .+! -6! *$:.=.'@! 7$! ,+-+.! +*-+! /-02-6! ,.++(0)! $3! +*'.,*$67,! (,! 0$+!-55.%+-C6.!(0!-66!5-,.,@!3$'!.B-/%6.!-!5$//.'5(-6!%'$725+!:*.'.!+*.!2,.'!,*$267!0$+!C.!.B%.5+.7!+$!,.+!-!+*'.,*$67!3$'!.-5*!,$2'5.A!1*'.,*$67,!-'.!+*.'.3$'.!,.+!.(+*.'! )6$C-66&@!:*(5*! (,! -! 5$/%2+-+($0-66&! .33(5(.0+!/.+*$7!C2+!/$'.!%'$0.! +$!.''$',! C&! /(,,(0)! 5-07(7-+.,! (0! M2(.+! %-,,-).,@! $'! $=.'! 7.+.5+(0)! (0! 6$27.'!%-,,-).,! $3! /2,(5@! $'! +*'.,*$67,! 5-0! C.! ,.+! 6$5-66&! C&! -0-6&b(0)! +*.! ,%.5+'-6!5$0+.0+!$0!-! 3'-/.!C&! 3'-/.!/.+*$7!+$!7&0-/(5-66&!-7m2,+! +*.! +*'.,*$67A!1*(,@!-55$'7(0)!+$!E2BC2'&!.+!-6!(,!.,,.0+(-6!3$'!.33.5+(=.!$0,.+!7.+.5+($0A!!





g.(6.'!-07!P-'5*-07!4g.(6.'!o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o!J-076.'@!"ZZY9A!
Q.+,.'! .+! -6A! 32'+*.'! 7(,52,,! %*-,.! C-,.7! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+$',! 3$'! ,*$'+! +(/.!L$2'(.'! +'-0,3$'/,@! )'$2%(0)! -6)$'(+*/,! (0! +$! K! /-(0! +&%.,! 4Q.+,.'@! #$66.0@!Q.'+'-07@!o!e-.6@!"ZZX9!U!O'55$,!.,+(/-+$'!4D-)'-0).@!"ZZR9@!D$0)!1.'/!H*-,.!a$5$7.'!4H25F.++.!o!Q'$:0@!S\\V9!-07!+*.!J*$'+!1.'/!H*-,.!a$5$7.'!4L6-0-)-0!o!e$67.0@!S\XX9!-,!2,.7!C&!E'.,,6.'!4E'.,,6.'@!"ZZX9!
1*.!-552'-5&!$3!+*.!%.-F!%(5F(0)!-6)$'(+*/!5-0!C.!(/%'$=.7!C&!%'$5.,,(0)!-07!.0*-05(0)!+*.!,%.5+'-6!(03$'/-+($0!).0.'-+.7!C&!+*.!+(/.N3'.M2.05&!+'-0,3$'/A!!
F9@ /8)6*2'+!D2-6),,3%4!!




O2+$5$''.6-+($0!5-0!C.!2,.7!(0!+*.!3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0!-,!:.66!-,!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0!47(,52,,.7!(0!"AK9!C2+!,233.',!3'$/!+*.!,-/.!6(/(+-+($0,!3$'!/26+(%6.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+($0! 4D-*-+@! W(.7.'m$*0@! o! g'2C,-5F@! S\V[9A! J%.5+'-6!-2+$5$''.6-+($0! (,! +*.! 5$/%-'(,$0! $3! +*.! ,%.5+'$)'-/! $3! -! ,.5+($0! $3! -0! -27($!,()0-6! :(+*! -! ,%.5+'$)'-/! $3! -0! -7m-5.0+! ,.5+($0A! ! L'.M2.05&! /-)0(+27.,!'.(03$'5.7! C&! +*.! -77(+($0! $3! -7m-5.0+! 3'-/.! (03$'/-+($0! -'.! %'.,.0+.7! -,!c,+'$0).'d! 0$+.! 5-07(7-+.,A! ! O6+*$2)*! 3$207! +$! C.! M2(+.! -552'-+.! $0! ,(0)6.!3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+($0! 4#*.=.()0.! o! g-:-*-'-@! #$/%-'-+(=.!]=-62-+($0! $3! LZ! ],+(/-+($0! O6)$'(+*/,@! "ZZS9@! ,%.5+'-6! -2+$5$''.6-+($0! (,! 0$+!'$C2,+!.0$2)*!3$'!+*.!5$/%6.B(+&!$3!/26+(%6.!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&!.,+(/-+($0!4g6-%2'(@!"ZZXC9A!
F9@9@ /8)6*2'+!=-(82),,3-%!!
?-''(,! 7.=.6$%.7! .-'6&! :$'F! $0! +*.! (7.0+(3&(0)! $3! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05(.,!C-,.7! 2%$0! /.-,2'(0)! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! (0+.'=-6,! C.+:..0! %$+.0+(-6! *-'/$0(5,!4?-''(,!o!T.(,,@!S\XK9A! J5*'$.7.'! 32'+*.'!7.=.6$%.7! +*(,!:$'F!C&! +'-0,%$,(0)!,%.5+'-6! +'-0,(.0+,! +$! 6$:.'! 3'.M2.05(.,! +$! .0*-05.! %$+.0+(-6! 3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05(.,! 4J5*'$.7.'@! S\XV9A! J%.5+'-6! 5$/%'.,,($0! (,! 2,.7! +$! ).0.'-+.! +*.!J5*'$.7.'! *(,+$)'-/@! :*(5*! 5$20+,! .M2-66&! +*.! 5$0+'(C2+($0! $3! .-5*! ,%.5+'-6!%.-F! +$! +*.! '.6-+.7! LZ,! +*-+! -'.! 5$//$0! 7(=(,$',! $3! (+,! 3'.M2.05&A! J5*'$.7.'!-,,()0.7! +*.! /-)0(+27.! $3! *()*.'! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+,! +$! *-'/$0(5-66&!
! \X!
/-+5*(0)! *&%$+*.+(5-6! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05(.,! $0! +*.! ,%.5+'2/! 1*(,! %'$5.,,!3$52,.,! +*.! .0.')&! $3! *()*.'! %-'+(-6,! $0! 7(,+(05+! %.-F,@! -07! +*.!/-B(/-6! %.-F!7.+.'/(0.,!+*.!'.6-+.7!LZ!4j.*@!"ZZV@!%A!S"9A!O6+*$2)*!+*(,!%'$5.,,!(,!0$+!'$C2,+!-)-(0,+!0$(,.!(0!+*.!,%.5+'2/@!Jb5b.'C-!-07!#b&b.:,F(!,255.,,3266&!5$/C(0.7!(0!%-'+! +*(,! /.+*$7! :(+*! %'($'! /2,(5! F0$:6.7).! +$! *.6%! '.725.! .''$',! /-7.! (0!%(+5*!.,+(/-+($0!4Jb5b.'C-!o!#b&b.:,F(@!"ZZY9A!
g6-%2'(!7.=.6$%.7!+*.!(7.-!$3!,%.5+'-6!5$/%'.,,($0!+$!5'.-+.!-!5$/%2+-+($0-66&!.33(5(.0+! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! .,+(/-+$'! 3$'! %$6&%*$0(5! /2,(5! 4g6-%2'(@!"ZZX-9A!g6-%2'(d,!-6)$'(+*/!5-6526-+.,! +*.!,+'.0)+*!$3!-! 3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&!5-07(7-+.! (0! +*.! $2+%2+! $3! -! L$2'(.'! +'-0,3$'/! -,! -! :.()*+.7! ,2/! $3! +*.!-/%6(+27.,! $3! (+,! *-'/$0(5! %-'+(-6,A! 1*.! -552'-5&! $3! +*.! ,&,+./! (,! (/%'$=.7!+*'$2)*! c+'-(0(0)d! +*.! -6)$'(+*/! :(+*! +.,+! 7-+-! +$! (05'.-,.! -552'-5&! :*.0!(7.0+(3&(0)! *-'/$0(5,@! -07! -6,$! C&! -! ,(/%6.!/.+*$7! $3! 5-05.66(0)! -! 5$03('/.7!3207-/.0+-6! 3'.M2.05&! -07! -,,$5(-+.7! *-'/$0(5,! 3'$/! +*.! /(B+2'.@! +*2,!,(/%6(3&(0)!+*.!,%.5+'2/!3$'!32'+*.'!-0-6&,(,A!1*.!2+(6(,-+($0!$3!+*.!(03$'/-+($0!%'$=(7.7!C&!+*.!%'.,.05.!$3!%-'+(-6,!(0!-!%$6&%*$0(5!/(B+2'.!(,!7('.5+6&!'.6-+.7!+$!?-''(,d,!.-'6&!:$'F!$0!,%.5+'-6!%.-F!(0+.',%-5(0)A!!
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F9@9C 1'2(-%36!5'*6E3%4!!
?-'/$0(5! /-+5*(0)! (,! +*.! %'$5.,,! $3! /-+5*(0)! -! F0$:0! *-'/$0(5! ,%.5+'-6!%-++.'0! +$! -0! $C,.'=.7! ,%.5+'2/A! 1*(,! (,! %.'3$'/.7! C&! 2,(0)! .(+*.'! -! ,%.5(3(5!,%.5+'-6!/$7.6!$'!C&!-!*-'/$0(5!5$/C@!:*(5*!(,!-!,.'(.,!$3!,%.5+'-6!%26,.,!:(+*!.M2-6!,%-5(0)!7.3(0.7!C&!-!*&%$+*.+(5-6!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&!4j.*@!"ZZV9A!!1*.!
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%2'%$,.! $3! +*.! *-'/$0(5! 5$/C! (,! +$! ./%*-,(b.! +*.! .0.')&! (0! +*.! $C,.'=.7!,%.5+'2/!-+! +*.! .B%.5+.7! (7.-6! *-'/$0(5! 6$5-+($0,@! +*2,!/-F(0)! -0&!*-'/$0(5!.0.')&!56.-'.'!(0!+*.!-,,$5(-+.7!,%.5+'$)'-/A!!
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H'$C-C(6(+&! 7.0,(+&! 3205+($0,! %'$=(7.! +*.! >,-*,( 8-4:,-T+:-*3! (03$'/-+($0! 3$'!Q-&.,(-0!,+-+(,+(5-6!/.+*$7,!!4E-=&@!O0!G0+'$725+($0!+$!J()0-6!H'$5.,,(0)@!"ZZX-@!%A!RZ9!
I9@ 7E)!J'H),3'%!5-&)+!!
I26.,! $3! ,5-6.,@! %(+5*.,@! (0+.'=-6,! -07! *-'/$0(5,! .+5A! 5-0! C.! 2,.7! +$! *.6%!207.',+-07@!-07!.B+'-5+!(03$'/-+($0!3'$/!-!5$/%6.B!:-=.3$'/!4E-=&@!"ZZXC@!%A!"ZY9A!!
! SZ"!
O,!E-=.&!.B%6-(0,!;%&-4(4:,+9:+,'(*2(:*3.0(/+4-9(9.3(T'(+:-0-4'8(:*(T+-08(.(I.1'4-.3(
/*8'0W(^&-9&( -4( .(/.:&'/.:-9.0(/*8'0( '/T'88'8( -3:*(.(>,*T.T-0-4:-9( 2,./'^*,J(
:&.:(0'.84(:*(:&'(4-/>0'4:(/*8'0(:&.:('D>0.-34(.(^.\'2*,/e(4E-=&@!"ZZXC@!%A!"ZY9"(




G0!L()2'.!YNS+*.!0$7.!6-C.6.7!O!(,!+*.!%-'.0+!+$!+*.!5*(67!0$7.,!6-C.6.7! cQd!-07!c#dA! 1*.! -''$:,! 5$00.5+(0)! +*.! 5*(67! 0$7.,! +$! +*.! %-'.0+! '.%'.,.0+! +*.!%'$C-C(6(+&!$3!+*.!=-'(-C6.!Q!$'!#!$552''(0)!:*.0!+*.!52''.0+!$C,.'=.7!,+-+.!(,!OA!!
g-,*(0$!(/%6./.0+,!-!Q-&.,(-0!0.+:$'F!3$'!/2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!(0!*(,!_')-0(,.7!H'$5.,,(0)!1$:-'7!G0+.)'-+.7!P2,(5!J5.0.!O0-6&,(,!4_H1GPO9!,&,+./!4g-,*(0$@!
! SZK!





1*.! c%'.%'$5.,,.,d! ,+-).! (,! +*.! (0(+(-6! +(/.! +$! 3'.M2.05&! 7$/-(0! +'-0,3$'/@!,%.5+'-6!%'$5.,,(0)!-07!%.-F!%(5F(0)!%'$5.72'.,A!1*.!c/-(0!%'$5.,,.,d!,*$:!+*.!C$++$/!2%!-07! +$%!7$:0!-%%'$-5*.,!2,(0)!-! c*&%$+*.,(,!0.+:$'Fd!C-,.7!2%$0!
! SZR!
%73,! 3$'! 5*$'7,@! /2,(5-6! 0$+.,! -07! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+,A! 1*.! cg0$:6.7).!,$2'5.,d!-'.!+*.!7-+-!2,.7!+$!c+'-(0!+*.!,&,+./d!-07!).0.'-+.!+*.!%73,A!
P$7.6,! ,25*! -,! Q-&.,(-0! -'.! (/%$'+-0+! -,! +*.&! *-=.! +*.! %$+.0+(-6! +$! %'$=(7.!(03$'/-+($0!-C$2+!+*.!,$2'5.!$3!+*.!,()0-6@!:(+*$2+!*-=(0)!+*.!,$2'5.!-=-(6-C6.A!!O!/./C.'!$3!+*.!Q-&.,(-0!%'$5.,,!3-/(6&!(,!+*.!?(77.0!P-'F$=!P$7.6A!!
I9C 13&&)%!5'2Y-;!5-&)+!!
P-'F$=!/$7.6,!5$0,(,+!$3! c,+-+.,d@!:*(5*!-'.!,(/(6-'! +$! +*.!0$7.,!$3!-!Q-&.,(-0!0.+:$'FA!1*.!,+-+.,!-'.!:*-+!7.,5'(C.!+*.!,()0-6A!4I-C(0.'@!S\V\9A!!
1*.!?(77.0!P-'F$=!P$7.6!4?PP9!*-,!"!7.3(0(0)!3.-+2'.,s!



















1*.!?PP!$3!7(33.'.0+!0$+.,!-'.! m$(0.7!(0+$!-!,&,+./!:*.'.!+*.!%'$C-C(6(+(.,!$3!+'-0,(+($0,!3'$/!$0.!0$+.!+$!-0$+*.'!(,!7.+.'/(0.7!C&!-!/2,(5$6$)(5-6!/$7.6A!G0!-!,(/(6-'!/-00.'!+$!+*.!Q-&.,(-0!W.+:$'F!7.,5'(C.7!(0!,.5+($0!pYA"q!+*.!/.6$7&!(,! +'-0,5'(C.7! C&! 3(07(0)! +*.! /$,+! %'$C-C6.! %-+*! +*'$2)*! +*.! 0.+:$'F! C-,.7!2%$0!+*.!%'$C-C(6(+(.,!)(=.0!C&!+*.!0$+.!?PP,!-07!+*.!/2,(5$6$)(5-6!/$7.6A!(








W$0!0.)-+(=.!P-+'(B! L-5+$'(b-+($0! 4WPL9! (,! -! ,+-+(,+(5-6! %'$5.,,!:*(5*! 7$.,0d+!'.6&!$0!%'$C-C(6(+&!/$7.6,@!C2+! 3205+($0,!$0!+*.!%'(05(%6.!$3!-0-6&b(0)!/26+(%6.!=-'(-C6.,!-+!-!,(0)6.!%$(0+!(0!+(/.!4D..!o!J.20)@!S\\\9A!
O!+&%(5-6!2,.!$3!+*.!WPL!%'$5.,,!(,!+$!7.5$/%$,.!3'.M2.05&!/-)0(+27.!,%.5+'-!(0+$! +:$!/-+'(5.,@!$0.! +$!7.,5'(C.! 3'.M2.05&! (03$'/-+($0@!$0.! +$!7.,5'(C.! +(/.!(03$'/-+($0!4J/-'-)7(,!o!Q'$:0@!"ZZK9A!!
I9F9" 7E)!B5#!D2-6),,!!

























1:$!0$+.,!*-=.!C..0!+'-0,5'(C.7!-,!-!,(0)6.!.=.0+!C.5-2,.!+*.!$06&!+(/.!+*.!+:$!0$+.,!$552'!(,!(0!20(,$0@!,$!+*.!,&,+./!$06&!'.5$)0(b.,!+*-+!5$/C(0-+($0!$3!0$+.,!-,!-!,(0)6.!.=.0+A! G3! +*.!,&,+./!(,! c+-2)*+d!C&!,*$:(0)! (+! +*.!0$+.! 3'.M2.05(.,! (0!(,$6-+($0@!$'!(0!7(33.'.0+!%$6&%*$0(5!)'$2%,!+*.('!(07(=(72-6(+&!:(66!C.!*()*6()*+.7!-07!+*.'.3$'.!7.5$/%$,.7!-,!,.%-'-+.!5$/%$0.0+,A!!

























,.%-'-+.! .=.0+,! 4E.,,.(0@! #$0+@! o! D./-(+'.@! "ZSZ! 9A! L()2'.! YNSS! 7.,5'(C.,!E.,,.(0d,!,&,+./A!
!
/,01%2(NJ66(P2##2,9`#(V@/(
O!:.-F0.,,! 5$//$0! +$! ,&,+./,! +*-+! 2+(6(,.! %'($'! (03$'/-+($0! (,! +*.! 7-+-! +*.!,&,+./! (,! +'-(0.7! $0! (,! 0$+! 0.5.,,-'(6&! ,%.5+'-66&! (7.0+(5-6! +$! +*.! ,$2'5.! C.(0)!-0-6&,.7@!-07!+*.'.3$'.!(0725.,!.''$',!4E.,,.(0@!#$0+@!o!D./-(+'.@!"ZSZ!9A!!
O6+*$2)*! $06&! $=.'=(.:,! $3! +*.! %$%26-'! Q-&.,(-0@! ?PP! -07! WPL! *()*! 6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)! +.5*0(M2.,!*-=.!C..0!%'.,.0+.7@! (+! (,! (0+.07.7! +$!7./$0,+'-+.! +*-+!+*.'.!-'.!-7=-0+-).,! +$!C.!)-(0.7!C&!%'$=(7(0)!-552'-+.! 3'.M2.05&!-07!.0.')&!5$/%$0.0+,!3'$/!+*.!6$:!6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)A!!





1*.! L$2'(.'! +'-0,3$'/! -07! +*.! J1L1! (/%6./.0+-+($0! (,! +*.! (0(+(-6! %'$5.,,! (0!/-0&!/$7.'0!-2+$/-+(5!/2,(5!+'-0,5'(%+($0!-6)$'(+*/,!+$!)-(0!-!+(/.N3'.M2.05&!'.%'.,.0+-+($0! $3! +*.! ,()0-6A! 1*.! -(/! $3! +*.! %'$m.5+! (,! +$! .=-62-+.! +*.!5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,! $3! +*.! J1L1! -,! -! 6$:! 6.=.6! %'$5.,,! 3$'! /26+(%6.! 3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05&!.,+(/-+($0!-07! (0=.,+()-+.! +*.!$%+(/(,-+($0!$3!PILL1!%-'-/.+.',! +$!(/%'$=.! +*.! -552'-5&! $3! +*.! 0$+.! 5-07(7-+.,! %'.,.0+.7! +$! +*.! *()*! 6.=.6!%'$5.,,(0)A!L$'!+*(,!'.-,$0@!$C,.'=-+($0,@!+.,+(0)!-07!-0-6&,(,!-'.!%.'3$'/.7!(0!+*.!5$0+.B+!$3!/2,(5A!
1*.!'.-6!:$'67!0-+2'.!$3!+*.!%'$C6./!(,!'.36.5+.7!(0!+*.!%'.3.''.7!/.+*$7$6$)&!$3! -! %'-5+(5-6! +.,+(0)! -%%'$-5*! +$! 7.+.'/(0.! 5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,! -07! %-'-/.+.',!'-+*.'!+*-0!-!+*.$'.+(5-6!$'!/-+*./-+(5-6!$0.A!
1*(,!5*-%+.'!C.)(0,!:(+*!-0!(0+'$725+($0!+$!(0,+'2/.0+,!-07!3'.M2.05&!'-0).,!(0!+*.!5$0+.B+!$3!-!J1L1A!









#$/%2+.'!,$3+:-'.!/2,(5!,.M2.05.',!$3+.0!'.%'.,.0+!0$+.,!(0!+.'/,!$3!P2,(5-6!G0,+'2/.0+!E()(+-6! G0+.'3-5.! 4PGEG9! 0$+.,A!PGEG!0$+.,! -'.!02/C.'.7! 3'$/!Z! +$!
! SSY!
S"[! -07! '.%'.,.0+! -! 0$+.! 3'.M2.05&A! 1*.'.! (,! S! PGEG! 0$+.! %.'! ,./(+$0.!.B+.07(0)!3'$/!VAS[Y?b!4PGEG!0$+.!Z9!+$!S"YR"AXK?b!4PGEG!0$+.!S"[9@!+*.!%(-0$!'-0).!3-66,!C.+:..0!PGEG!0$+.,!"S!-07!SZV!(0562,(=.A!!
















































































1*.!7.6+-!3'.M2.05&!%'$=(7.,!-!/.-,2'.!3$'!+*.!'.M2('.7!3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0!$3!-0! LL1! +$! -552'-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+! (07(=(72-6! 0$+.,A! ?$:.=.'@! +*.! 5$''.,%$07(0)!+(/.!'.,$62+($0!-6,$!/2,+!C.!5$0,(7.'.7@!%-'+(526-'6&!(0!'.6-+($0!+$!+'-0,5'(C(0)!,*$'+!0$+.,A!
K9@ 73()!A),-+$*3-%!<!B-*)!R)%4*E,!'%&!JD5!!



















J./(C'.=.! R!P(0(/! "!#'$+5*.+! S!`2-=.'! ZAY!J./(!`2-=.'! ZA"Y!J./(!E./(!`2-=.'! ZAS"Y!J./(! E./(! ?./(!`2-=.'! ZAZX"Y!
4&"52(N(V-$2(9&<2#(&9:(D&512#(




W$+.!W-/.! Q.-+!a-62.! SZZQHP!4,.5,9! S"ZQHP!4,.5,9! "ZZQHP!4,.5,9!J./(C'.=.! R! "AR! "! SA"!P(0(/! "! SA"! S! ZAX!#'$+5*.+! S! ZAX! ZAY! ZAK!`2-=.'! ZAY! ZAK! ZA"Y! ZASY!J./(!`2-=.'! ZA"Y! ZASY! ZAS"Y! ZAZ[Y!E./(!J./(!`2-=.'! ZAS"Y! ZAZ[Y! ZAZX"Y! ZAZK[Y!?./(!E./(!J./(!`2-=.'! ZAZX"Y! ZAZK[Y! ZAZKS"Y! ZAZSV[Y!
4&"52(K(V-$2(5290$O#(&$(D&%H,90([E@#(
G3! +*.!J1L1! +(/.!'.,$62+($0! (,!20,2(+-C6.@! ,*$'+.'!0$+.,!:(66!C.! c,..0d! -,! 6$0).'!0$+.,@! -07! $0,.+! +(/.,!:(66! C.! 6.,,! -552'-+.A! 1*.! LL1!:(07$:! 6.0)+*!/2,+! C.!,2(+-C6.!+$!-552'-+.6&!/.-,2'.!+*.!6.0)+*!$3!-!0$+.A!!
K9C ##7!:3%&-N!R)%4*E!'%&!B-*)!R)%4*E!!







L()2'.! XNR! (,! -! 7(-)'-/-+(5! '.%'.,.0+-+($0! $3! -! 0$+.! %$,(+($0.7! :(+*(0! -! +(/.!7$/-(0!:$07$:A!1*.!0$+.!(,!'.%'.,.0+.7!-,!+*.!)'..0!C-'!(0!-!%(-0$!'$66!3$'/-+!4-!,5'..0!)'-C!3'$/!O%%6.d,!D$)(5!J.M2.05.'9!:*.'.!+*.!=('+(5-6!-B(,!(,!3'.M2.05&!-07!+*.!*$'(b$0+-6!-B(,!(,!+(/.A!1*.!*$'(b$0+-6!,5-6.!(,!0$+!$3!5$0,.M2.05.!-,!(+!(,!+*.! '.6-+(=.! %$,(+($0! $3! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+! +$! +*.! +(/.! 7$/-(0!:(07$:!+*-+! (,! $3! (0+.'.,+A! 1*.! :*(+.! C$B! (,! 7'-:0! $0! +$%! $3! +*.! ,5'..0! )'-C! -07! (,!'.%'.,.0+-+(=.!$3!+*.!LL1!:(07$:!6.0)+*A!!1*.!$06&!+(/.!(03$'/-+($0!-=-(6-C6.!(,!+*.! +(/.! -+! +*.! ,+-'+! $3! +*.! :(07$:! -07! +*.! +(/.! -+! +*.! .07! $3! +*.! :(07$:A!!!1*.'.3$'.@! .=.0! +*$2)*! +*.! 0$+.! (,! ,*$'+.'! +*-0! +*.! LL1! :(07$:@! ! +*.! 0$+.!+'-0,5'(C.7!-,!-!'.,26+!$3!+*.!LL1!$2+%2+! (,!M2-0+(,.7!+$!-0!$0,.+!-07!.07!+(/.!.M2-6!+$!+*-+!$3!+*.!,+-'+!-07!.07!%$(0+,!$3!+*.!LL1!-0-6&,(,!:(07$:A!





O,!,*$:0!(0!5*-%+.'!"@!+*.!6.0)+*!$3!+*.!LL1!(0!,-/%6.,!7.+.'/(0.,!C$+*!+*.!+(/.!-07! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! $3! +*.! LL1A! G+! (,! +*.! (0+.'%6-&! $3! +*.,.! +:$!5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,!).0.'-+.7!C&!+*.!7-+-!6.0)+*!+*-+!'.,26+,!(0!+*.!'.-6!:$'67!+'-7.!$33!$3!+*.!J1L1A!
K9F /7#7!>'*'!R)%4*E!<!73()!'%&!#2)O$)%6H!A),-+$*3-%!!
1*.!7-+-! 6.0)+*! (,! +*.!02/C.'!$3!,-/%6.,!$3!-!,()0-6! +*-+!-'.!.0+.'.7! (0! +$! +*.!J1L1A!^.'$!H-77(0)!(,!7(,52,,.7!(0!,.5+($0!pXASZq!C2+!3$'!+*(,!,.5+($0!-,,2/.!+*.!7-+-!6.0)+*!(,!.M2-6!+$!+*.!J1L1!6.0)+*A!
G0! -55$'7-05.!:(+*! +*.! 7.5$/%$,(+($0! 7.,5'(C.7! (0! ,.5+($0! p"AXA"q@! -,! +*.! LL1!6.0)+*! (05'.-,.,! 4-07! +*.'.3$'.! +*.! +(/.! %.'($7! (+! '.%'.,.0+,9@! +*.! 02/C.'! $3!C(0,! (05'.-,.,! '.,26+(0)! (0! -! 3(0.'! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0A! G3! +*.! LL1! 6.0)+*! (,!,*$'+.'!+$!C.++.'!6$5-6(b.!-!3'.M2.05&!(0!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0@!+*.!02/C.'!$3!C(0,!(,!'.725.7! -07! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! C.5$/.,! 5$-',.'A! 1*(,! (,! (0! 6(0.! :(+*!?.(,.0C.')d,! 205.'+-(0+&! %'(05(%6.! +*-+! ,+-+.,! +*.! .B-5+! %$,(+($0! 4+(/.9! -07!
! S"S!
/$/.0+2/! 43'.M2.05&9! $3! -! %-'+(56.! 4,()0-69! 5-00$+! C.! F0$:0! ,(/26+-0.$2,6&!4J/(+*!JA!TA@!S\\[9A!
1*.!5$''.,%$07(0)!+(/.!'.,$62+($0!$3!-0!LL1!6.0)+*!(,!5-6526-+.7!-,s!




!"#$%#&'(!!"#$%&'($)! ! !"! !
YW1&$,-9(D,(
T*.'.s!
D! (,!LL1!D.0)+*!L,! (,!J-/%6.!I-+.! !


























O6+*$2)*! +*.!,5-6.!*-,!C..0!/$7(3(.7!,$!C$+*!%'$%.'+(.,!5-0!C.!%6$++.7!$0! +*.!-B(,@! +*.! =(,2-6(b-+($0! $3! +*.! %'$%$'+($0-6! (0+.'%6-&! C.+:..0! +*.! +(/.! -07!3'.M2.05&!'.,$62+($0!'.6-+(=.! +$! +*.!:(07$:! 6.0)+*!$3! +*.!LL1!%'$=(7.,!-!56.-'!-55$20+!$3!+*.!'.,$62+($0!+'-7.!$33A!1*.!52'=.!$3!+*.!)'-%*!(07(5-+.,!+*.!0.5.,,(+&!$3!-!6$0).'!LL1!+$!).0.'-+.!-!'.,$62+($0!5-%-C6.!$3!7(33.'.0+(-+(0)!+:$!6$:!0$+.,!:(+*!-!,/-66!7.6+-A!]M2-66&@!+*.!52'=.!(07(5-+.,!+*.!0..7!3$'!-!,*$'+!LL1!6.0)+*!+$!-552'-+.6&!+'-0,5'(C.!-!0$+.!6.0)+*!-07!$0,.+!+(/.A!

































































1*.!.0.')&!%'.,.0+!(0!+*.!C(0,!.(+*.'!,(7.!$3!+*.!%.-F!=-62.,!(,!-!'.,26+!$3!+*.!LL1!7.5$/%$,(+($0!/.+*$7A!1*(,!c5'$,,!5*-00.6!(0+.'3.'.05.d!0..7,!+$!C.!5$0,(7.'.7@!-,! (+! (,!207.,('-C6.! c0$(,.d! 3$'! +*.!%2'%$,.!$3!%.-F!%(5F(0)!0$+.!5-07(7-+.,@!C2+!-6,$!5$0+-(0!.,,.0+(-6!(03$'/-+($0!3$'!-!,255.,,326!(0=.',.!LL1!
!
K9I =2-,,!=E'%%)+!?%*)2.)2)%6)!!



















G+! (,! (/%$'+-0+! +$! '././C.'! +*.! C(0,! $3! -0! LL1! '.%'.,.0+! -! ,(0)6.! ,(0.! :-=.!3'.M2.05&@! 0$+! -! '-0).! $3! 3'.M2.05(.,A! G/-)(0(0)! +*.! LL1! -,! -! C-0F! $3! =.'&!0-''$:! %-,,! C-07! 3(6+.',! :(+*! $=.'6-%%(0)! ,+$%! -07! ,+-'+! C-07,@! :(+*! +*.! C(0!3'.M2.05&! =-62.,! -,! +*.! 5.0+.'! 3'.M2.05&! $3! .-5*! 3(6+.'! (+! (,! .-,&! +$! (/-)(0.! -!3'.M2.05&! 0$+! '.%'.,.0+.7! C&! -! 5.0+.'! 3'.M2.05&! :$267! -%%.-'! (0! -7m-5.0+!3(6+.',A!1*(,!(,!+*.!5-,.!:(+*!3'.M2.05(.,!7.5$/%$,.7!C&!+*.!LL1!(0!L()2'.!XN\A!






















































O,!K[XAV?b!(,!.B-5+6&!C.+:..0!+*.!=-62.,!$3!+*.!LL1!C(0,!+*.'.!(,!0$+!-0!(0+.).'!=-62.! $3! 5&56.,A! 1*.! 3(',+! "ZRV! ,-/%6.,! $3! +*.!:-=.! 5$0+-(0! S[AY! 5&56.,! $3! +*.!,()0-6,A!!




1*.!7(,5$0+(02(+(.,! (0! +*.!:-=.3$'/,!$3! 3'.M2.05(.,! +*-+!7$!0$+!/-+5*! +*.!C(0!=-62.,! ).0.'-+.! 5'$,,! 5*-00.6! (0+.'3.'.05.A! #$0,(7.'(0)! +*.! LL1! $2+%2+! -,! -!5$66.5+($0! $3! ,(0.!:-=.,! $3! ,.+! 3'.M2.05(.,! -07! =-'&(0)!/-)0(+27.,! +*-+!:*.0!5$/C(0.7!'.5'.-+.!+*.!$'()(0-6!+(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6@!.B+'-!,(0.!:-=.,!-'.!'.M2('.7!+$! 5$0,+'25+! +*.! 0$0! '.)26-'! 7(,5$0+(02(+(.,! -+! +*.! .07,! $3! +*.! :(07$:.7!:-=.3$'/!4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!SZ\V9A!
Q&! -%%6&(0)! -!:(07$:!,*-%.! +$! +*.! '.5+-0)26-'!7-+-! 6.0)+*! +*.!7(,5$0+(02(+(.,!-'.! 5$/%'.,,.7! -07! +*.'.3$'.! +*.! /-)0(+27.,! $3! +*.! ,(0.! :-=.,! '.M2('.7! +$!'.%'.,.0+! +*.! 7(,5$0+(02(+(.,! -'.! -6,$! 5$/%'.,,.7@! +*2,! -++.02-+(0)! 5'$,,!
! SKS!
5*-00.6! (0+.'3.'.05.A! J*-%(0)! +*.! +(/.!7$/-(0! ,-/%6.,! +$! C.! +'-0,3$'/.7! 5-0!'.,26+!(0!C$+*!%$,(+(=.@!-07!0.)-+(=.!$2+5$/.,A!
K9L G%'+H,3,!#2'()!:3%&-N!/E'8)!!









1*.! '.,26+(0)! :-=.3$'/! ,*-%.! (0! L()2'.! XNSY! ,*$:,! +*.! /(0(/(b-+($0! $3! +*.!7(,5$0+(02(+&!$3!:-=.3$'/!C&!'.725(0)!+*.!+(/.!7$/-(0!-/%6(+27.!$3!+*.!,()0-6!-+!+*.!.7).,!$3!+*.!:(07$:A!









1*.! (7.-6! .0=.6$%.! ,*-%.! 3$'! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0! (/%6./.0+-+($0,!:$267!).0.'-+.!-!+-66!+*(0!/-(0!6$C.@!-07!0$!,(7.!6$C.,A!>03$'+20-+.6&@!+*.!(7.-6!(,!0$+!%$,,(C6.A!
G0!-!,(/(6-'!,5.0-'($!+$!+*.!+(/.N3'.M2.05&!+'-7.!$33!$3!+*.!LL1@!-!/-(0!6$C.N,(7.!6$C.!+'-7.!$33!5$/%'$/(,.,!:(07$:!,*-%.,A! !T(07$:,!:(+*!56$,.!+$!(7.-6!/-(0!6$C.! C.*-=($'! .B*(C(+! %$$'! ,(7.! 6$C.! C.*-=($'A! T(07$:,! :(+*! )$$7! ,(7.! 6$C.!C.*-=($'! ,25*! -,! +*.!Q6-5F/-0!:(07$:!$'!g-(,.'!Q.,,.6@! -'.! 5$/%'$/(,.7!C&!+*.('!/-(0!6$C.!C.*-=($'!4?-''(,!LA!lA@!S\[V9A!!
?-''(,! %'.,.0+,! .B+.0,(=.! -0-6&,(,! -07! '.=(.:,! $3! :(07$:! ,*-%.,! 3$'! L$2'(.'!+'-0,3$'/,A! 1*.! 5*$(5.! $3! :(07$:! ,*-%.! (,! 7.%.07.0+! $0! -%%6(5-+($0@! C2+!:*-+.=.'!+*-+!/-&!C.@!+*.!:(07$:!,*-%.!$06&!5*-0).,!+*.!,*-%.!$3!+*.!6.-F-).!C2+!7$.,0d+!.'-7(5-+.! (+A!1*.'.3$'.@! +*.'.! (,!0$! c20(=.',-66&!C.,+d!:(07$:!5*$(5.!4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!SSZK9A!
T(07$:! ,*-%.,! 5-0! C.! (/%$'+-0+! (0! -2+$/-+(5!/2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0! -6)$'(+*/,!C2+! 0..7! +$! C.! .=-62-+.7! -07! 5*$,.0! 5-'.3266&! +$! .0,2'.! +*.&! .0*-05.! +*.!,%.5+'-6!'.%'.,.0+-+($0A!1*.!3$66$:(0)!:$'F!7$.,!0$+!5$0,(7.'!+*.!.=-62-+($0!$3!+*(,!%-'-/.+.'@!C2+!+*.'.!(,!0$!'.-,$0!:*&!32+2'.!:$'F!5$267!0$+!C.!.0*-05.7!C&!.=-62-+(0)!-07!2,(0)!-6+.'0-+(=.!:(07$:!,*-%.,A!
O,! +*.! 5$0+.B+! 3$'! +*(,! +*.,(,! (,! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0@! (+! (,! 2,.326! +$!5$0,(7.'!+*.!,2(+-C(6(+&!$3!+*.!LL1!+$!*-076.! c'.-6!:$'67d!/2,(5@!-07!+$!5$/%-'.!
! SKR!
+*.! LL1! %.'3$'/-05.! :(+*! +*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&! ,&,+./d,! -C(6(+&! +$! 7.+.'/(0.!3'.M2.05&A!
K9M B-*)!R)%4*E0!#2)O$)%6H!'%&!=H6+)!!
D$0).'! LL1,! -'.! 2,.7! 3$'! 6$:! 3'.M2.05&! 0$+.,! +$! -552'-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+! +*.!3'.M2.05&!5$0+.0+@!C2+!+(/.!7$/-(0!3-5+$',!-6,$!0..7!+$!C.!5$0,(7.'.7A!!
W$+.!6.0)+*,!(0!+.'/,!$3!QHP!-07!,.5$07,!-'.!,*$:0!(0!1-C6.!Y!-07!1-C6.!X!C2+!+*.,.! ,*$267! C.! 5$0,(7.'.7! (0! +.'/,! $3! LL1! :(07$:! 6.0)+*! -07! 5&56.,! %.'!:(07$:!-6,$!+$!7.+.'/(0.!+*.!,2(+-C(6(+&!$3!LL1!6.0)+*!+$!-552'-+.6&!%6-5.!-!0$+.!.=.0+!(0!+(/.A!
?,(.*! -07! J-C.'(! %'.,.0+! /.-,2'.7! ,+-+(,+(5,! $3! +*.! 02/C.'! $3! 5&56.,! $3! -!:-=.3$'/! -! *2/-0! '.M2('.,! +$! -552'-+.6&! (7.0+(3&! (+,! %(+5*A! O! /(0(/2/! $3! R!5&56.,! (,! '.M2('.7! C.3$'.! *2/-0! %(+5*! (7.0+(3(5-+($0! (,! 5$0,(7.'.7! +$! C.! -C$=.!5*-05.A! L$'! +*.! 3'.M2.05(.,! C.+:..0! XYAR?b! -07! "X"?b@! +*.! 6$:.,+! "! $5+-=.,!?,.(.*!-07!J-C.'(! +.,+.7! 3'.M2.05&! (7.0+(3(5-+($0!:-,!/25*! 6.,,! -552'-+.! +*-0!+*.!*()*.'!$5+-=.,@!-07!'.M2('.7!-!)'.-+.'!02/C.'!$3!5&56.,!$3!+*.!:-=.3$'/!+$!C.! (7.0+(3(.7A!O! ,-/%6.!Y! 5&56.,! 6$0)! 3$'! -!%(+5*! (0! +*.! 6$:.,+!"!$5+-=.,!:$267!&(.67!$06&!-!SZh!,255.,,!'-+.@!SZ!5&56.,!&(.67.7!-!/25*!*()*.'!VZh!,255.,,!'-+.!U!:*(5*!:-,!7../.7!+$!C.!-0!-55.%+-C6.!,255.,,!'-+.!4?,(.*!o!J-C.'(@!"ZZ[9A!!
?,(.*!-07!J-C.'(d,!.B%.'(/.0+,!:.'.!%.'3$'/.7!C&!%6-&(0)!-!,(0.!:-=.!,()0-6!+$!+*.! 6(,+.0.'! +*'$2)*! *.-7%*$0.,! (0! -0! -0.5*$(5! '$$/@! ,$! 7(7! 0$+! +-F.! (0+$!5$0,(7.'-+($0! +*.! .33.5+,! $3! '.=.'CA! G0! +*.! c'.-6!:$'67d! '.5$'7(0),!$3!/2,(5!:(66!3.-+2'.!'.=.'C@!:*.+*.'!0-+2'-66&!$552''(0)!$'!-77.7!(0!+*.!%'$725+($0!%'$5.,,A!
! SKY!
1*.!.33.5+,!$3! '.=.'C!$0!/2,(5! (05627.!-! cC62''(0)d!$3!%(+5*!-,!-!0$+.! 3'.M2.05&!-07! (+,! *-'/$0(5,! :(66! $=.'6-%! :(+*! +*.! 0.B+! 0$+.A! 1*.! .B+.0+! +$! :*(5*! +*(,!*-%%.0,!7.%.07,!$0!+*.!6.0)+*!$3!+*.!'.=.'C!2,.7@!C2+!+*.!'.,26+!(,!-0!(05'.-,.!(0!7(33(526+&! 3$'! -0! -2+$/-+(5! /2,(5! +'-0,5'(%+($0! +$$6! +$! 7.+.'/(0.! -07! .B+'-5+!3207-/.0+-6!3'.M2.05(.,!4T(6/.'(0)@!L-b.F-,@!o!J-076.'@!"ZSZ9A!
>,(0)!?,(.*!-07!J-C.'(d,!'.,.-'5*@!-,,2/%+($0,!5-0!C.!/-7.!-C$2+!0$+.!72'-+($0!(0!+*.! 6$:.'!3'.M2.05(.,@!:*(5*!5-0!C.!-!)2(7.!+$!,2(+-C6.!+(/.!'.,$62+($0,A! G3!-!*2/-0! '.M2('.,! SZ! 5&56.,! $3! -! ,$207! +$! 7.+.'/(0.! +*.! %(+5*@! (+! (,! 206(F.6&! -!5$/%$,.'! :(66! :'(+.! -! 0$+.! +*-+! (,! ,*$'+.'! +*-0! SZ! 5&56.,! -07! +*.'.3$'.!207.+.5+-C6.A!
G3!-!0$+.!(,!,()0(3(5-0+6&!,$'+.'!+*-0!+*.!-0-6&,(,!:(07$:@!+*.!+(/(0)!-07!6.0)+*!$3!+*.! +'-0,5'(C.7! 0$+.! :(66! C.! 5$/%'$/(,.7@! C2+! (3! +*.! LL1! -0-6&,(,! :(07$:! (,!-%%'$B(/-+.6&! +*.! 6.0)+*! $3! SZ! 5&56.,! $3! +*.! 6$:! 3'.M2.05(.,@! +*.0! (+! 5-0! C.!-,,2/.7! +*.! +(/.! '.,$62+($0! (,! ,233(5(.0+! +$! -552'-+.6&! +'-0,5'(C.! +*.! ,*$'+.,+!%$,,(C6.!0$+.!+*-+!:$267!C.!2,.7!(0!+*.!6$:.'!$5+-=.,!































































1/57 37157/57 -/.0 3/74 -7272 1/-46
1/54 30357/53 -/23 3/.5 -0400 1/-54
1/5- 34-67/.6 5/12 3/64 -41-7 1/--3
1/53 35464/2- 5/-. 3/24 --7.6 1/-16
1/-2 3-.-6/1. 5/47 -/17 -3410 1/32.
1/-. 3-135/.1 5/7. -/36 -1-14 1/367
1/-7 33552/4- 5/62 -/53 321.1 1/3.0
1/-4 31.1-/22 4/3- -/40 3.222 1/370
1/-5 3131-/-6 4/5. -/71 37262 1/307
1/-- 2050/-6 4/7- -/.0 37157 1/34.
1/-1 2111/31 4/21 -/23 30357 1/352
1/32 6424/2. 0/32 5/12 34-67 1/353
1/36 6136/36 0/01 5/-. 35464 1/3-4
1/3. .076/37 0/65 5/47 3-.-. 1/33.
1/37 .345/52 7/3. 5/7. 3-135 1/331
1/30 7.4-/47 7/04 5/62 33552 1/314
1/34 7574/14 7/25 4/3- 31.1- 1/126
1/34 7117/60 ./54 4/5. 3131- 1/125
1/35 0772/.3 ./.6 4/75 2050 1/166
1/3- 0503/42 6/-4 4/21 2111 1/165
1/33 0103/34 6/.5 0/32 6420 1/1.6






































@ABC2 2BDE 2B@FG 2BE2G
@HB1F 2BDF 2B@DF 2BCAF
D2BGA 2BD@ 2B@@1 2BCF1
D@BA2 2BD1 2B@2G 2BC1G
DFBEC 2B@H 2B1HA 2BFGA
DEBA1 2B@A 2B1GE 2BFCE
DGBGH 2B@E 2B1AC 2BFDC
F1B@2 2B@F 2B1EC 2BF2C
FDBEC 2B@D 2B1CE 2BDGE
FEB@C 2B@@ 2B1FA 2BDEA
FHB22 2B@2 2B1DH 2BDDH
C1BH1 2B1H 2B1D1 2BD@1
CCB22 2B1G 2B1@F 2BD2F
CGB@A 2B1A 2B11A 2B@GA
E1BAF 2B1E 2B112 2B@A2
ECBF1 2B1C 2B12F 2B@CF
EHBD2 2B1F 2B2HG 2B@DG
ADBF@ 2B1F 2B2HD 2B@DD
AABAG 2B1D 2B2GG 2B@1G
G@BF1 2B1@ 2B2GD 2B@2D





1*.!%.'5.0+-).!(05'.-,.!$3!+'-0,5'(C.7!0$+.!6.0)+*!5$/%-'.7!+$!+*.!6.0)+*!$3!SZ!5&56.,! 3$'! +*.! 6$:.,+!"!$5+-=.,! (,! -%%'$B(/-+.6&!XVh@! ,$! +*.!/(0(/2/!0$+.! (,!6.0)+*!4SZ!5&56.,9!:(66!-6:-&,!C.!+'-0,5'(C.7!-,!-0!.=.0+!$3!SAXV!+(/.,!6$0).'A!!






















2>?3: :?94 :?@2 :?4; 9?2< 2?33
2=?9; :?9> :?@; :?4< 9?@3 2?>9
@:?<> :?9< :?@4 :?>2 9?;@ 2?<>
@2?>: :?9= :?@< :?>4 9?32 @?:;
@;?43 :?2: :?;: :?<: 9?49 @?22
@4?>9 :?29 :?;@ :?<3 9?>: @?;9
@<?<= :?2@ :?;3 :?=: 9?<9 @?49
;9?2: :?2; :?;< :?=4 9?=9 @?<@
;@?43 :?23 :?39 9?:9 2?:@ ;?:3
;4?23 :?2> :?3; 9?:> 2?93 ;?@:
;=?:: :?2< :?3> 9?9; 2?2< ;?33
39?=9 :?@: :?4: 9?29 2?;9 ;?<2
33?:: :?@2 :?4; 9?2< 2?33 3?99
3<?2> :?@; :?4< 9?@3 2?>9 3?;9
49?>; :?@4 :?>2 9?;@ 2?<> 3?>@
43?;9 :?@< :?>4 9?32 @?:; 4?:>
4=?@: :?;: :?<: 9?49 @?22 4?;;
>@?;2 :?;@ :?<3 9?>: @?;9 4?<2
>>?>< :?;3 :?=: 9?<9 @?49 >?22
<2?;9 :?;< :?=4 9?=9 @?<@ >?43
<>?@9 :?39 9?:9 2?:@ ;?:3 <?99
=2?3: :?3; 9?:> 2?93 ;?@: <?3=
=<?:: :?3> 9?9; 2?2< ;?33 =?9:
9:@?<@ :?4: 9?29 2?;9 ;?<2 =?4;
99:?:: :?4; 9?2< 2?33 3?99 9:?22
994?3; :?4< 9?@3 2?>9 3?;9 9:?<2
92@?;> :?>2 9?;@ 2?<> 3?>@ 99?;>
! SRS!
,$!:(+*! 3.:.'! +*-0! SZ! 5&56.,! (+! (,! -5+2-66&! $2+%.'3$'/(0)! +*.! *2/-0! -27(+$'&!,&,+./!C-,.7!2%$0!?,(.*!-07!J-C.'(d,!'.,.-'5*A!
1*.! -C(6(+&! $3! -0! LL1! +$! -552'-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+! -! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+! (,!(/%$'+-0+@!C2+!3$'!-!%.-F!%(5F.'!+$!7.+.'/(0.!+*-+!3'.M2.05&!-,!-!0$+.!5-07(7-+.@!+*.!/-)0(+27.!$3!+*.!3'.M2.05&!(0!+*.!LL1!$2+%2+!(,!(/%$'+-0+A!
K9P 5'4%3*$&)!-.!*E)!##7!!










































+*.! c/-B(/2/d!=-62.A! G3!5'$,,!5*-00.6! (0+.'3.'.05.!$552',! +*.0!+*.!,2//(0)!$3!,%.5+'-6!5$/%$0.0+,!/.-0,!+*.'.!(,!0$!c/-B(/2/d!,%.5+'-6!/-)0(+27.A!
?$:.=.'@!:*-+!5-0!C.!5$05627.7!(,!+*-+!6$0).'!LL1!7-+-!6.0)+*,!).0.'-+.!6-').'!=-62.7!,%.5+'-6!/-)0(+27.,A!1*.!-6+.'0-+(=.!:-&! +$!5$0,(7.'! +*(,! (,! +*-+! 6$0).'!LL1! 6.0)+*,! 5'.-+.! -! 3(0.'!C(0! '.,$62+($0A!1*(,!/.-0,! 3'.M2.05(.,! 5-0!C.!/$'.!-552'-+.6&! '.%'.,.0+.7! :(+*! 6.,,! ,%.5+'-6! 6.-F-).@! '.,26+(0)! (0! /$'.! 7.3(0.7!,%.5+'-6!/-)0(+27.,A!D-').!/-)0(+27.,! (0! +*.! 3'.M2.05&!7$/-(0!-'.! (7.-6! -,! (+!(05'.-,.,!+*.! 6(F.6(*$$7!$3! +*.!/-)0(+27.!C.(0)!5*$,.0!C&!+*.!%.-F!%(5F.'!-,!-!0$+.!5-07(7-+.A!
J$!3-'@!+*.!7(,52,,($0!$3!LL1!%-'-/.+.',!-07!5*-'-5+.'(,+(5,!*-,!C..0!C-,.7!2%$0!+*.!7-+-!6.0)+*!C.(0)!.M2-6!+$!+*.!LL1!:(07$:!6.0)+*@!C2+!+*(,!7$.,0d+!*-=.!+$!C.!+*.!5-,.A!
K9"_ !S)2-!D'&&3%4!<!>'*'!R)%4*E!'%&!:3%&-N!R)%4*E!!






T*.0!7(,52,,(0)!b.'$!%-77(0)! (0! '.6-+($0! +$!LL1!:(07$:! 6.0)+*,@! (+! (,! )$$7! +$!5$0,(7.'! +*.! LL1! -,! *-=(0)! +:$! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0,A! L$'! +*.! %2'%$,.! $3! +*(,!+*.,(,!+*.&!-'.!+.'/.7!+*.!3.:-\'!'.,$62+($0!-07!+*.!H,-8!'.,$62+($0A!
1*.!0-+(=.!'.,$62+($0!7.%.07,!2%$0!+*.!7-+-! 6.0)+*!-07!'.3.',! +$! +*.!-C(6(+&!$3!+*.!LL1!+$!7(,+(0)2(,*!"!56$,.6&!,%-5.7!3'.M2.05(.,!4E'.,,6.'@!"ZZX9A!1*.!0-+(=.!'.,$62+($0!(,!.M2-6!+$s!
!"#$%&!!"#$%&'($) ! !"! !
YW1&$,-9(D,,(
T*.'.s!




!"#$!!"#$%&!"#$! ! !!"! !
YW1&$,-9(D,,,(
T*.'.s!
L,! (,!J-/%6.!I-+.!T! (,!T(07$:!D.0)+*! !
O%%.07(0)! b.'$,! +$! +*.! .07! $3! -! +(/.! 7$/-(0! ,()0-6! +$! ).0.'-+.! -! 3(0.'! )'(7!'.,$62+($0!(,!(0+.'%$6-+(0)!+*.!LL1!$2+%2+,A!1*.'.!(,!0$+!-0&!-5+2-6!0.:!7-+-!-,!+*-+!(,!7.%.07.0+!$0!+*.!0-+(=.!'.,$62+($0!-07!+*.!,-/%6(0)!3'.M2.05&!4E'.,,6.'@!"ZZX9A!
^.'$N%-77(0)!*-,!+*.!.33.5+!$3! (0+.'%$6-+(0)!+*.!%$(0+,!(0!C.+:..0!+*.!%$(0+,!$3!+*.! 0$0! %-77.7! -0-6&,(,A! _06&! C&! -77(0)! /$'.! 7-+-! ,-/%6.,! 5-0! +*.! -5+2-6!3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! C.! (05'.-,.7@! C2+! (0+.'%$6-+(0)! .B+'-! %$(0+,@! 5-0! -(7.! +*.!=(,2-6(b-+($0!$3!52'=.,!(0!+*.!,%.5+'2/!4I$-7,@!S\\X@!%A!SSZR9A!1*.!(0+.'%$6-+($0!5-0!'.,26+!(0!3'.M2.05(.,!+*-+!3-66!C.+:..0!C(0!=-62.,!$3!-0!20%-77.7!LL1!C.(0)!=(,2-6(b.7!(0!-!b.'$!%-77.7!LL1A!!






























































1*.! (03$'/-+($0! +$!5$0,+'25+! +*.!"! 3'.M2.05&!5$/%$0.0+,!:-,!%'.,.0+! (0!C$+*!+'-0,3$'/,A! 1*(,! (,! +'2.! C.5-2,.! (3! +*.! (0=.',.! LL1! :.'.! %.'3$'/.7! +*.! +(/.!7$/-(0!,()0-6!:$267!C.!%.'3.5+6&!'.5$0,+'25+.7A!?$:.=.'@!(0!+*.!7.5$/%$,(+($0!$3!+*.!0$0N%-77.7!LL1!+*.!7-+-!(,!*(77.0!-07!0$+!7(,%6-&.7!4`2-5*@!"ZZV9A!1*.!0$0N%-77.7!=.',($0!5-0d+!7(,%6-&! +*.!"!%.-F,!:*.'.-,! +*.!%-77.7!=.',($0!5-0@!C2+! (+!$06&!-,!-! 3205+($0!$3! (0+.'%$6-+($0!$3! +*.!7-+-!%$(0+,!).0.'-+.7! 3'$/! +*.!7-+-! 6.0)+*A! O,! (+! (,! +*.! 7-+-! 6.0)+*! +*-+! %'$=(7.,! -5+2-6! ,-/%6.,! $3! +*.! +(/.!7$/-(0! ,()0-6! '-+*.'! +*-0! (0+.'%$6-+.7! %$(0+,@! +*.! 0-+(=.! '.,$62+($0! (,! ,+(66! $3!(/%$'+-05.!4`2-5*@!"ZZV9!4W-+($0-6!G0,+'2/.0+,@!"ZZX9A!










































O6+*$2)*! 3'$/!+*.!b.'$!%-77.7!LL1! (+!5-0!C.!7.+.'/(0.7!+*-+! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! (,!C.+:..0! VXASK?b! -07! \XA\Z?b@! (+! (,! -+! +*.! 5$,+! $3! ).0.'-+(0)! (05'.-,.7! 5'$,,!5*-00.6! (0+.'3.'.05.! :(+*$2+! %'$=(7(0)! -0&! 32'+*.'! (03$'/-+($0! '.)-'7(0)! +*.!-5+2-6! 3'.M2.05&! $3! +*.! ,()0-6A! ]M2-66&@! +*.! ,-/.! ,%.5+'-6! $2+%2+! 5$267! C.!(0+.'%'.+.7! -,! '.%'.,.0+(0)! "! 3'.M2.05&! 5$/%$0.0+,@! $0.! -+! VXASK?b! -07!-0$+*.'!-+!\XA\?bA!
I.-7(0)!+*.!0$0N%-77.7!LL1@! +*.!-5+2-6! 3'.M2.05&!=-62.!$3! +*.!,()0-6!*-,!C..0!/(,'.%'.,.0+.7@! 72.! +$! +*.! 3'.M2.05&! '.,$62+($0! 0$+! -66$:(0)! -!/$'.! -552'-+.!'.%'.,.0+-+($0A!O6+*$2)*!+*.!0$0!%-77.7!+'-0,3$'/!(,!,+(66!(0-552'-+.!(+!3.-+2'.,!6.,,!5*-00.6!(0+.'3.'.05.!-07!5$''.5+6&!7(,%6-&,!$06&!S!/-)0(+27.A!
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%setup excel file construction 
File='C:\Documents and Settings\Administrator\Desktop\FFT Time Res 
Testing\test.xls'; 
 Excel = actxserver ('Excel.Application'); 
    if ~exist(File,'file') 
        ExcelWorkbook = Excel.workbooks.Add; 
        ExcelWorkbook.SaveAs(File,1); 
        ExcelWorkbook.Close(false); 
    end 
    invoke(Excel.Workbooks,'Open',File); 
files=dir('*.wav'); 
%loop round for every wav file present in *dir 
for n=1:length(files); 
    basename = files(n).name; 
    basename(end-3:end) = ''; 
    data.(basename)=wavread(files(n).name); 
  
%strip 'wav' and 'orig' to get file number -  used to create 
trans file 
    s = regexprep(basename, '.wav', ''); 
    s = regexprep(s, 'Orig', ''); 
    audioname=files(n).name 
    number = int2str(n) 
    midiname = strcat('file_tr',s, '.mid'); 
    origmidi = strcat('file',s,'.mid'); 
     
    wav = wavread(audioname); 
    elements = max(size(wav)); 
    fs=44100; 
    a4=440; 
    threshold =0; 
    msgNum =2; 
    analysisMatrix1=[]; 
    analysisMatrix2=[]; 
    deltaStart=[]; 
    deltaEnd=[]; 
    noteLength=[]; 
    bestQ=[]; 
    bestRecall=0; 
    bestPrecision=0; 
    bestF-measure=0; 
    bestConstant=0; 
    Recall = 0; 
    Ben = 1 
    Precision = 0; 
    Constant = 0.99; 
    marker = 1; 
    fftlength = 8192; 
    hop = fftlength; %data Size 
! "#$!
    fftSlide = 512; % amount slide along audio file 
    fftTotal = 1; 
    window = 1; 
    %Envelope initiation 
    E = hop;              %points for the envelope - same size as 
window length 
    w = hanning(E); 
    %zero pad length 
    zerolength = fftlength-hop; %number of zeros required in adition 
to hop to equal fft length 
    %FFT Setup 
    %---------------------------------------------------------- 
    m = fftlength;          % FFT Window length 
    n = m; %pow2(nextpow2(m));  % Transform length 
    f = (0:n-1)*((fs)/n);   % Frequency range buckets 
    bucketsize = (2*fs/n)-(1*fs/n); 
    halfbucket = bucketsize/2; 
     
    %while loop to increase constant if precision isn't 1 
    while Precision ~=1  
        if Constant >0.99 %break loop if constant gets larger than 
0.99 
            break 
        end 
        front = 1; 
        back = hop; 
        previousFrame=[]; 
        midiNote=0; 
        j=1; 
        p=1; 
        noteArray =0; 
        timeArray = 0; 
        msgNumStr=0; 
        msgNumFin=0; 
        noteFrameArray = []; 
        endNotes=[]; 
        midiNotes=[];   
        first=0; 
        index=0; 
  
        %------------------------------------------------------------ 
        %note detection algorithm 
        %------------------------------------------------------------ 
        while back<elements %  
          
         paddingCounter=front; 
            for i=1:hop, 
                window(i) = wav(paddingCounter); 
                paddingCounter=paddingCounter+1;     
            end; 
%envelope first 2048 elements of array to avoid peaks due 
to zero padding 
            for paddingCounter=1:hop 
                  window(paddingCounter) = 
window(paddingCounter)*w(paddingCounter); 
                  paddingCounter = paddingCounter + 1; 
            end; 
            %Zero Pad Window 
            x=[window zeros(1,zerolength)];%add zeros to window 
            %FFT on enveloped zero padded FFT 
            y = fft(x,n);      % DFT 
! "#"!
            power = y.*conj(y)/n;   % Power of the DFT 
            fftTotal = fftTotal+power; 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
%calculate time of note start and end - round to 9 
decimal 
            %places. First time around time =0 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            if j==1 
                time=0; 
            else 
                time= round2((1/fs)*(front),9); 
            end 
            endtime=round2((1/fs)*(hop*j),9); 
            %--------------------------------------------------------
- 
            %find midi Note from FFT 
            %--------------------------------------------------------
- 
            %set threshold 
            maxMag = 0; 
  
                for i=1:fftlength/2, %only use 1st half of FFT 
                   if power(i) > maxMag   
                       maxMag = power(i);    
                   end 
                end 
                threshold = maxMag*Constant; %threshold is set as a 
fraction of the maximum magnitude in the current window 
                threshtext = int2str(threshold); 
                titleName = strcat('{\bf FFT }',threshtext); 
                h = plot (f,power); 
                xlabel('Frequency (Hz)') 
                ylabel('power') 
                title(titleName)  
                 
                j2=int2str(j);    
                fftFilename = strcat('orig',number,'fftPlot',j2); 
                saveas(h,fftFilename,'jpeg'); 
                 
                %find which F bin the largest magnitude is in 
                for i=1:fftlength/2, %only use 1st half of FFT 
                    if power(i) > threshold %& threshold > 2  
                        frequency = f(i); 
                        if frequency > 20 & frequency<13000 
                        %converts from frequency to closest MIDI note 
                        midiNote = round(12*log2(frequency/a4))+69; 
                        noteFrameArray(p) = midiNote; 
                        p=p+1; 
                        end 
                    end 
                end 
                i=i+1; 
  
            numberOfElements=length(noteFrameArray); 
            %------------------------------------------------------ 
            %search frame for multiple notes the same value 
            %------------------------------------------------------ 
            for i=1:numberOfElements-1 
                for y=1:numberOfElements 
                    %don't do anything with the note you are checking 
! "#$!
- skip over 
                    if y==i 
                        y=y+1; 
                    end 
                    %if repeat note in frame note=0 
                    if noteFrameArray(i)==noteFrameArray(y) 
                       noteFrameArray(y)=0; 
                    end 
                end 
            end 
            %strip zeros from current frame notes, leaving only 
unique note numbers 
            index = find(noteFrameArray); 
  
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            %noteFrameArray contains notes present in current frame 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            noteFrameArray=noteFrameArray(index); 
  
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            %set controllers for elseif statements below. checking of 
there is a 
            %previous note or a current note. 1=true, 0=false 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            if isempty(noteFrameArray)==1 %if noteFrameArray is empty  
                thisFrame = 0; 
            else 
                thisFrame = 1; 
            end 
  
            if isempty(previousFrame)==1 %if noteFrameArray is empty  
                lastFrame = 0; 
            else 
                lastFrame = 1; 
            end 
  
            %used to populate previous frame at end of loop - can't 
use 
            %NoteFrameArray as processing occurs in ifelse which can 
empty the  
            %array eg. if a note is present but alrady turned on. 
            currentNotes = noteFrameArray;   
  
            
%******************************************************************* 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
%IF Statement 1 - previous note true and current note 
true 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
  
            if thisFrame~=0 & lastFrame~=0 
%disp('if statement 1 - previous note and current note 
true')    
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
                %check if note in previous frame is in current frame  
                %if not set end time for note in previous frame 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
 
                %zero pad note arrays to make the same size 
                a = length(previousFrame); 
! "#$!
                b = length(noteFrameArray); 
  
                if a>b 
                    b=[noteFrameArray zeros(1,a-b)]; 
                    a = previousFrame; 
                else 
                    a=[previousFrame zeros(1,b-a)]; 
                    b = noteFrameArray; 
                end 
  
                for i=1:length(b), 
                    ind=find(a~= b(i)); 
                    a=a(ind); 
                end 
  
                %strip zeros from end notes (zeros due to padding) 
                endNotes=a; 
                index = find(endNotes); 
                endNotes=endNotes(index);  %this array contains the 
notes that ended in this frame 
  
  
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
%write the notes that ended in this frame to 
midiNotes 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
  
                if isempty(endNotes)==0 %if end note not empty    
                    for i=1:length(midiNotes(1,:)) 
                       for x=1:length(endNotes(1,:)) 
%if note in midiNotes not already ended then 
end the note 
                           %with current time 
                            if endNotes(x)==midiNotes(1,i) && 
midiNotes(3,i)==0;  
                                midiNotes(3,i)=time; 
       end 
                       end 
                    end 
                end 
  
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
%check notes in current frame are not already 
turned on 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
  
  
                for i=1:length(midiNotes(1,:)) 
                       for x=1:length(noteFrameArray) 
                            if noteFrameArray(x)==midiNotes(1,i) && 
midiNotes(3,i)==0; 
%if current note exists in array and 
end time is 0 
                                %delete note from noteframearray 
                                noteFrameArray(x)=0;  
                            end 
                       end 
                end 
  
! "##!
                %strip note values of 0 from current notes 
                index = find(noteFrameArray); 
                noteFrameArray=noteFrameArray(index); 
  
  
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
%Set start times and end time=0 for note in current 
frame 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
                startTime=0; 
                endTime=0; 
    for i=1:length(noteFrameArray) 
                    startTime(i) = time; 
                    endTime(i) = 0; 
                    thresh(i) = threshold; 
  
                end 
  
                if isempty(noteFrameArray)==0 %if noteframe not empty  
                    startMidiNotes = 
[noteFrameArray;startTime;endTime;thresh];  
                    midiNotes = [midiNotes,startMidiNotes]; 
                end 
  
            
%******************************************************************** 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
%IF Statement 2 - previous note false and current note 
true therefore all new 
            %notes are new, not continued notes. 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            elseif lastFrame ==0 & thisFrame~=0 
j 
%disp('if statement 2 - previous note =0 and current 
note true') 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
%Set start times and end time=0 for note in current 
frame 
                %---------------------------------------------------- 
                startTime=0; 
                endTime=0; 
                for i=1:length(noteFrameArray) 
                    startTime(i) = time; 
                    endTime(i) = 0; 
                    thresh(i) = threshold; 
                end 
  
                startMidiNotes = 
[noteFrameArray;startTime;endTime;thresh]; 
                midiNotes = [midiNotes,startMidiNotes]; 
  
            
%******************************************************************** 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
%IF Statement 3 - previous note true and current note 
false therefore no new 
            %notes so end all previous notes still turned on 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            elseif lastFrame ~=0 & thisFrame==0 
               %disp('if statement 3 - previous note true current 
! "#$!
note 0') 
               for i=1:length(midiNotes(1,:)) 
                    if midiNotes(3,i)==0;  
                       midiNotes(3,i)= time; 
                    end 
                end 
  
  
            
%******************************************************************** 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
%IF Statement 4 - previous note false and current note 
false therefore no new 
            %notes and no previous notes so do nothing. 
            %-------------------------------------------------------- 
            elseif lastFrame==0 & thisFrame==0 
                 %do nothing 
            end 
  
            %set previous frame ready for next itteration 
            if isempty(currentNotes)==1 %if noteFrameArray is empty  
                    previousFrame = []; 
            else 
                    previousFrame = currentNotes; 
            end 
  
  
            noteFrameArray = []; %empty current notes 
            endNotes = 0; 
            thresh = []; 
  
            front = front+fftSlide; %move analysis frame along by hop 
size 
            back = back+fftSlide; 
  
            j=j+1; 
            p=1; 
        end 
  
%if there are notes detected at the end of process -   write 
the midi file 
        %end any midi notes still left on. 
        if isempty(midiNotes)==0 %if noteFrameArray is not empty  
           for i=1:length(midiNotes(1,:)) 
                if midiNotes(3,i) ==0 
                midiNotes(3,i) = time; 
                end 
           end 
  
        Q = zeros(length(midiNotes(1,:)),6);   
        %turn next note on 
        Q(:,1) = 1;             % all in track 1 
        Q(:,2) = 1;             % all in channel 0 
        Q(:,3) = midiNotes(1,:);     % note numbers 
        Q(:,4) = 73;            % volumes 
        Q(:,5) = midiNotes(2,:);     % note on 
        Q(:,6) = midiNotes(3,:);      % note off  
  
        %write matrix to mid file 
! "#$!
        midi_new = matrix2midi(Q); 
        writemidi(midi_new, midiname);  
  
        %enter threshold and magnitude in to data for spreadsheet 
        for i=1:length(Q(:,1)) 
            Q(:,7) = midiNotes(4,:); 
        end 
  
        if marker == 1 
            %get original midi file notes 
            origmidi = readmidi(origmidi); 
            Notes = midiInfo(origmidi,0); 
            analysisMatrix1=[]; 
  
            for i=1:length(Notes(:,1)) 
            analysisMatrix1(i,1) = Notes(i,5); 
            analysisMatrix1(i,2) = Notes(i,6); 
            analysisMatrix1(i,3) = Notes(i,3); 
            end 
        end 
        analysisMatrix2=[]; 
        for i=1:length(Q(:,1)) 
            analysisMatrix2(i,1) = Q(i,5); 
            analysisMatrix2(i,2) = Q(i,6); 
            analysisMatrix2(i,3) = Q(i,3); 
        end 
  
        %calculate recall and precision etc. 
        E = evaluate(analysisMatrix1,analysisMatrix2); 
        Recall = E(3)/E(1) 
        Precision = E(3)/E(4) 
        F-measure = (2*Recall*Precision)/(Recall+Precision); 
         
        if F-measure>bestF-measure 
            bestQ=Q; 
            bestRecall=Recall 
            bestPrecision=Precision; 
            bestF-measure=F-measure; 
            bestConstant=Constant; 
        else 
            if ben ==1 
            bestQ=Q; 
            ben=2; 
            end 
        end 
             
  
        if Precision ==1 || Constant > 0.98 
             
            Q=bestQ; 
            Recall=bestRecall; 
            Precision=bestPrecision; 
            F-measure=bestF-measure; 
            Constant=bestConstant; 
             
            for i=1:length(Q(:,1)) 
                deltaStart(i,1) = Q(i,5)-Notes(i,5); 
                deltaEnd(i,1) = Q(i,6)-Notes(i,6); 
                noteLength(i,1) = (Q(i,6)-Q(i,5))-(Notes(i,6)-
! "#$!
Notes(i,5)); 
            end 
             
            %column headings for spreadsheet 




            PP = 
{'channel','track','note','velocity','start','end','On Mess #','Off 
mess #',' '}; 
  
            %write headings to spreadsheet 
            Data = [PP,P]; 
            xlswrite1(File,Data,audioname,'A1'); 
  
            %write midi files to spreadsheet 
            Data = [Notes]; 
            xlswrite1(File, Data, audioname,'A2'); 
            Data = [Q]; 
            xlswrite1(File, Data, audioname,'J2'); 
            Data = [deltaStart,deltaEnd,noteLength]; 
            xlswrite1(File, Data, audioname,'Q2'); 
            Data = [Recall,Precision,F-measure,Constant]; 
            xlswrite1(File, Data, audioname,'T2');   
            StatsName = {midiname}; 
            StatsNameStore = [StatsNameStore;StatsName]; 
            StatsScore = [Recall,Precision,F-
measure,Constant,fftlength,fftSlide]; 
            StatsScoreStore = [StatsScoreStore;StatsScore]; 
            break 
        end 
  
        else 
            disp('!!!!!!!!!!!no notes were detected!!!!!!!!!!!') 
        end 
  
        if Precision~=1 
            Constant = Constant+0.01 
            marker = 0; %marker used to trigger/stop excel write 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
%Write data to excel spreadsheet 
P = {'file','recall','precision','F-measure','Constant','fft length', 
'hop'}; 
xlswrite1(File, P, 'TotalStats','A1'); 
xlswrite1(File, StatsNameStore, 'TotalStats','A2'); 
xlswrite1(File, StatsScoreStore, 'TotalStats','B2'); 
  
  









       !
!!!!!!!!!!!!!
